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TO: MITCH KAPOR 

FROM: FREADA KLEIN 

DATE: July 27, 1984 

RE: VERTICAL COUNCIL 

Lotus' Vertical Council will be composed of approximately 15 employees, 
reflecting various departments and job grades within the company. Its 
overall purpose is to encourage open discussion on the quality of work 
life at Lotus. As a communication vehicle, the Vertical Council will 
focus on macro-level issues and concerns, rather than situations 
involving specific individuals. In addition, discussion will center on 
life at Lotus, not Lotus' business plans. Although the Council's role 
is advisory, it may pursue topics through forming task forces or pro
viding recommendations to decision-making bodies within Lotus. 

The Vertical Council will meet bi-weekly to evolve its structure and 
style. After it has hit its stride, it will meet monthly, rotating the 
site of its meetings between different Lotus sites. Membership will be 
voluntary and viewed as part of member's work responsibilities. Initial 
terms will be 9-15 months, so that on-going participation will be one 
year terms, rotating on a staggered basis. Mitch Kapor and a repre
sentative from Human Resources will be permanent members of the Council. 

As the Vertical Council develops, its relationship to other communica
tion/feedback mechanisms at Lotus will need clarification. Specifically 
the Council's agenda may overlag at varin11~ timP& with ido~s or Qetion 
emerging from any of the following: Minority Issues Committee, Lotus' 
Grapevine, the employee attitude survey, or concerns brought to indi
viduals within Human Resources. 



Case Study ff=1 

~AA 
I oretta wa lked into the employee relations office and burst into tears. 
"I refuse to do it any longer. I ~nt to go@.ick up his shirts 
from ths 'I a•tndryj Th~·t ' s the> only Lc<sl.. lte: •v•r dSks me to do. Wh o l e 
davs qo bv and all I do is an~:;~·Jr:2 r bi <=. rJhCJne, m.::.~. ke dinnf:=r- tr·eserv.::l.tions 

• - 7 -~ 
for him, and occasionally run a personal errand." I t o ok this job 
to .~ concrete skills, as an entrv level step to II'Jhat. I ha.d hoped 
would be a lonq car eer 1n market.inq. I h ave no chance to develop, to 
1 earn a n ything .- or to get to know othet- managers 1 n th 1 s depar·tmE=?nt . - - -

l) who bears responsibility for this s ituation? 

2> how can we fi x it? 

3) hm" can its reoccurence? 

{[) wW- o.k:JvJ [P-ti\\CJV.JJ ~ J ~ ~ ;> 
tt -tJ...M 0.8<N'·o(~ 'g ~ •v' 

a> !Y~ ~~~~ '? -t-rd'(~~~ 
~-+ JJfb ... 

FK-·· 
[..:r-f '~ T::OJt OFffN· ~ ·J 

~6c.r~~~ ~YJt £,., 
,~,..,.,."',.. (. -; 

4 ~c/.o1f,.('f;~ g~a..t,~t._? 

'""'~~ 
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Case Study #2 

~had worked at Lotus for 18 months as an engi eer. He had made 
s1gnificant contributions to early products, had re.eived rapid promo
tions and pay increases. Rodney ' s manager, a direc , has just in
formed him that a new mana -- as being hired · over him, and that his 
job duties would 1e reduced. The director cited Rodne y s shortcomings 
in managing people and projects as ~he major motivation. Rodney felt 
demoted and angry. He had been working at least 60 hours per week since 
joining the compan y and had juggled many tasks. He felt unrecognized, 

:;ma~, and as if his cat-eer path had justL.:(tO;~:::~ 

!rhrU 1-7'~~ l6 . ~J_;, 

1) i s thi~ a problem of sub s tanre , a problem of perception, or both? 

2) how can we fix it? 

3) how can we prevent its reoccurence? 

~lv~; stf FAJ ') 

o~~r ~tiff? 
T~c..;J VS , ~? 
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TO: Mitch 

FROM: Fn?adc:x 

DATE: f~ugust :.20, 198LJ. 

RE: Vertical Council 

After you left the Vertical Council meeting on Aug. 16th, we continued 
for about 45 minutes. The discussion remained, for the most part, a 
listing of issues rather than exploring any particular theme. The high
lights included: 

- P aranoia 1s rampant; employees are afraid to come forward with 
complaints or problems; there is great fear of recrimination. 

Thf.?t-e, s c:\ hi c:lden p oWE·!r· f;',;truct~ f~~ which on 1 y P<T:\rt 1 y i nter·esects 
with the articulated power structure. 

Some i nd i vi duals Ci.re "untouchab 1 E!" no matter what. they do or hovJ 
they treat people. 

Lj ti·le "empires" are being built; building <=•.n empir'·e is one way t.o 
become~ an "untouchable". 

- A double bind exists between building empires and the small number 
of reports to each supervisor. Regardless of how many supervisors and 
sub-managers are present. in an area, there really is only one manager at 
the top of an empire. This is part of the hidden power structure. 

- In the interest of getting something accomplished, boundaries get. 
crossed and levels get skipped. Several things contribute to this prob 
lem: deadlines (using proper channels takes t.oo long); Lotus people 
e:-: p€~ct f T r·st c lass t r~ eatment and go right tel the povJer ~source; ther·f? '~_:; a 
lack of understana ing of different individuals' responsibilities and 
knowing the appropriate person to seek out. 

- There has been a transition from no org<:':l.n i zat ion t q b .. L.'t·- ~iio'I.I..CT Ci.cy. 
Bur·eaucr·acy impedes gett ing things done and results in a 1 ack of com
muni c ation both between and within departments. 

- There's a contradiction between people wanting to maintain a casual 
style to Lotus Ci.nd the company being too large to sustain that style. 

The goal should be to have structure without bureaucracy. 
know whether our prese!nt structuP e 1 s ~-J Ut k i 11g . 

J..o.Je don 't 

Those who make decisions don't. have to implement them, ~of ten 
don't understand the im lications o f their dP · ' ons. Those at the 
bo· ·om are least informed. 

- Too much crisis management exists. The effects of a single deci
sion reverberate throughout the company. Even when planning is under
t<:':l.ken, it gets pre-empted by another crisis or decision. 

The meeting wound up with many expressing enthusiasm for the Council's 
potential. Some concern was voiced that the group focus on solutions as 
well as problems and that specific recommendations get proposed to the 
appropriate groups within Lotus. 

NEXT MEETING: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6TH, 3:30-5:00, Boardroom , First St . 
(I ~·Jrote it in our calendar ) 

I 

I 



Lotus Development Corporation 

H E M 0 R A N D U M 

TO: ALL EMPLOYEES 

Fr e ad a Klein, Employee Relations Manaqer 

DAT E : 

RE : LOTUS ' VERTICAL COUNC I L 

Lotus has instituted a Vertical Council , composed of 16 members, 
ref lect i ng va r ious departments and job qrades within the company. 
It s overall purpose is t o encouraqe d i alogue o n t he quality of work 
li fe at Lotus. We discuss impr essions a b out our corporate c u lture-
dai ly wor k in g c onditions, values, and morale. Our focus is on issues 
dir ectly r elating t o people, a nd that are c ommon t hr oughout the comp a n y. 
Mi t chell Kapor and Jim Ma nzi a r e perman ent member s of the Council . 

l.Je are still e;-:perimentin g ~"ii th th•::? Council's ~--ole .and process-. Our 
"d .3.t .a" for- d:i.~sc:u~~sion :i.nclud~? o ur- uniqu.e and c o llective e:-:periences, 
anon ymous case studies based on concerns brought to e mp . Oyee relation s, 
and topic s suggested by a n y emp l oyee. THE VERT ICAL COUNCIL OPERA TES ON 
CO NFIDENT I ALI TY--we discuss issues, n ot s pecifi c individuals . I n the 
fu ture, ~·Je 1'-J-j; ll. - ~J c,rk 1'-Ji th ·the results of the e-mp love 1:= attitudE~ survey. 
Dur ing 1985 all employees will be surveyed to sol i cit their opinions 
on gener al li f e-at Lotus issues, dynamics within eac h work unit. a n d 
Hum an Resour ces topics. Thi s information will provide the Vert ical 
Council with company-w ide trends. 

Th e Vertical Council' s ro l e is advisor y , not decision-making. After 
discussing an issue i f we h ave un animous co n clusions . we will forward 
th ese to the app ropri a te management deci s ion-making g roup. I f we a r e 
no t in agreement. we may con ven e a task force fo r addition a l fact
findi ng. I f the top i c c oncern s o n ly on e work unit rather than the 
company as a whole , we will r efer it to t he a pprop ri ate per son or group. 

The representatives a re listed below. Thev a r e v ehicles t o rel a y infor
mati on to the Council, not problem-solve r s per se. You ma y contact them 
to suggest a n agend a item for the Vertical Council. To find out the 
topics we are discussing, agendas will be av a il a ble from Human Resources 
We encourage y ou t o use t he Grapevine to send c oncerns to the Vertical 
Council. If the Council is not the appropriate forum, we will let y ou 
know a bet ter aven ue to discuss y our iss ues. 

If you have any question s , pl ease cont a ct me at x 6203 . 

(OVER) 
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-----~ - ---------------------- - --- -- -- - -------~ 

ANTICIPATED QUESTIONS/CONCERNS ABOUT BUSINESS PRODUCTS DIVISIoNALIZATION 

Overall concern: final stage in shift from development-driven to 
marketing-dr-iven organization. 

Perceived demotion of development as an organization. 



r 

CONCERNS RAISED SINCE ANNOUNCEMENT OF BUSINESS PRODUCTS DIVISION 

ISSUES: 

1) Lotus is viewed as a comcany whose priorIty is shiftino to this 
quarter's earnings. at the expense of a focus on creativity. lonq
fer'm p 1 ~"nn 1 nq and emploYf:?e mor-":'.l e" L...rf r-u.d N+ h .c.J) vrW -f ~";'Yf' . 

,." /C J-:J/1111 rf!/.) f . 
2) Marketing appears to be a more hierarchical orqanization than 

development which is relatively flat--how will the different 
~:;tn . .Ictun2~::. ,::md ph i :I. osoph i es b~? m('?I~qedr? Ih l~Af of2 p'rlJ""tilA.J- Y'Y\.4I }~ rr:'P 

3) is perceived as hard-driving~ pushing people perhaps beyond 
their limits; when development people do not yet know him, this is 
viewed skeptically; employees feel they are means to an end. not 
i ndi \/i dual s,,. fvVf t--e;lwq""f-

4) A concern exists with the hiring of senior marketing people who 
do not have industry background--how will this impact their under
standing of developers' needs and communication between the two 
orq,·:l.ni;;:ation'::;? wh.O? 

~) 1f 



marketinq jobs and development jobs? 

PEOPLE & PROCESS ISSUES THAT NEED TO BE ADDRESSED 

1) 





,.....---------------------------- - - - - --- - ---- - ----

TO: N:i, tch CC; :: 

FRO!"I: 

RE: Major issues in BPD 

Attached are two lists of concerns I prepared over the summer. The 
first covers anticipated concerns prior to the announcement of division
a 1 :i. ::~ c\ t , :i, on :; t.h E,' C:5E'cond d i ~:; t. :i, 11 s; i ,:;s'~: hat. ~"iE':'r- e bt"'ouqr', t t. 0 me <"If t€er' t. h e 
division was created. Unfortunately. much of both is still accurate. 

In reviewing my not.es from BPD visitors over the last three months. 

several recurring themes cluster into three categories: 

Dt::ci ::;i on--maki I"Ig 

Turf issues replace cooperation and respect for each other s 
expertise between development and marketing 

Confusion between the organizational roles of program managers, 
product marketing managers, and product directors 

2) Decision-making 

Decisions are made quickly, often wit.hout full informat.ion. and are 
viewed ~s oriented towards the bottom line and this quarter's 
earnings at the expense of quality & people 

Employees who could provide information or who will be significantly 
impact.ed are not. involved in decisions 

Decision-making is perceived as closed and inaccessible. without 
reasons being communicated 

Often those making decisions are not seen as possessing the neces
sary technical background to fully understand the decisions 
themselves nor the consequences of certain c~ojces 



Constant change has left people weary; there is usually not a clear 
understanding of why certain changes have been made nor do 
changes seem to result in a tangible improvement; constant 
turmoil has led to employees not embracing a new assignment for 
fear it will change before completion 

(..) "cc)ver your a~:;3" ment.'::I.lit.v ha~:; ~5~2t in·-··-m~':l.kin(;;I onlv nc:\t-'rOh! df2c::i.~'iiC)n~::" 

documenting steps, checking with layers for approval--replacing 
a spirit of innovation and risk-taking 

Projects being cancelled and employees unassigned to projects for 
long periods has left many feeling insecure about their future 

BPD in general is seen as a maintenance organization. 
specialize and without opportunities to develop 

ItJhE'r-;;:.·' peop 1. e 
n~?~') skills 

Favoritism is seen as prevailing in project dssignments and promo
tions; it is not necessarily good managers nor solid contri
butors who are rewarded 

1..-_______________________________________ _ 



\ - ------ - ------ ---- - - _ ._-- - ------- - ---.--- -

I ; j 
I 

D()TF :: I··· f::·~b .. 1 D , 1986 

Attached is a composite of responses to the first part of the question
naire, How's BPD Doing? 

Twenty-one of the 25 returned the questionnaire. I've tabulated overall 
sentiments under each questIon; totals don't always add to 21 for one of 
two reasons: item was left blank or there was no clear gist in the 

A few people have indicated their willingness for you to read all or 
pal'-t o·f thf.0i f'- f f:?f:?dbac: k; I' In i. n thf~ pl'-DC:G!S~-; of get t i ng I::-I.;:\c k to clt!-!<?rs 
who did not indicate their requests on confidentiality &/or anonymity .. 

If the format for Part I is acceptable, I will finalize the composite 
v :i. E~!,"':5 + C)l'" F'dl" t I I ( !"'!Oi-'J '~:;; Ivl i t c:: h f'? 1. 1 Do :i. n q''? > " 

I did not separate responses from Marketlnq vs. Development, nor manager 
\is. non-manager since surprisingly, there were not consistently differ
lng views of the BPD world. 

Let me know how you would like me to proceed on Part II . 



1.1 Coop8ration & mutual respect for each other's expertise between 

Cc)mment~5r. 

df2vf~1 opmf.·?nt 8.~ 

I rnp I'" c)vE-~cI _.. 14 
mar"ke-r: i rig .. 

i\ICl ch<':':\n(;,:)e ..... if ::::; 

Marketing & development should sit down together; I feel that upper 
management doesn't trust marketing. 

Separation of divisional and corporate marketing is good; marketing 
doesn't know our products well enough. 

Marketing changes have been well received in development. 
Recent marketing changes are good; both groups are guilty of insuffi

cient knowledge of each Clther's functions. 
Should arrance presentations by marekting groups to developers they 

~-Jor' k \-J it h i:~.nd u SiP a II \... ·:.:~.se st udy" c:\pp r oac I ... J :., .. ob I e:'('n~5 .. 

More interaction, but not real cooperation. 
Starting to respect each other's contributions. 
Mar- kf?t. :i. n(::J :i. =. not :t.E'chn i S~ l .. ~nough; 1 ncr"easf2d Coop(''2r'' at i or, ei< 1 S'C '"'0, bU.t 

not I"'e~;p!:.·:·~c: i::. .. 
Mitch's solicitation of input from both groups is a good change. 
Cooperation has improved. 
Greater distance between the groups as the role of marketing manager 

has moved away from product content. 
Projoct focus should replace functional focus. 
Mitch has made it clear that development and marketing should be 

involved; 



,..----------------------------- ----------------,----------_ .. _------------

Resolved pretty well for 1-2-3 & Symphony. 
Reorganizations have muddled WHO is responsible for WHAT. 
~:;t i 11 don't. k n OI.AI ~·.Ih 0 i"'1 E\ S, u t mo~:; t r"" e~::;pon ~"' i b i 1. :i, t y f,.: ,:3.ut I') 01'" i ·t. Y • 
Imp t-OVE:-c\ but ~::, t j 1. 1 con ~::. i der" .::\b 1. II':' o \/el'-l ap t::~;.: i st~"" 
Should be made clearer what each department's role is in the develop

ment of a product. 
Clarity has not chqanged much lately. 
Of'" i q:i n ,"I 1 con C F!P t Df 1'1".) i r" i rig d i <':\(;)Y- ,:3.mll t.o c 1 <::11''' i + y 1'"- 01 f.::!~:; h ,:::(~;:;n 't bE,:' t;~n 

"". d dl'"' f:' f.3 ~:"' 1';= c:I " 
RCllf::"s DI""! indivic/I.J.al projf::~c:ts i~::i tnu.ch c:lE~,::\r"f.~t-·, thou.qh not ~:jl_I.I'"'e 4"e'\'e 

found a general solution; need to formalize organizational 
'Iwit-:i,i"ll:.:/ d:i.aqr-,:·:"(m ll • 

D i v i ~;; :i. on ,,':\ I II ~,.1 i r- i n q d i ,:;IC] 1'"' ,'::Im I; i::"in' t. ,,:?, V ,'0. :i. :I. <::It> 1 f.:~ yf'.'!!t. 
Product marketing has been releqated to fit perceived SkIll level, 

not what the job should be. 
Role of development director not clear. but other roles are. Roles 

lack the power to get the job done. 
Roles aren't clear; need to hold post mortems on projects to sort out 

p 1'- ob 1 f~m~; " 
IvlLtc h t <,:\J. k 0+ il 0 1'-' cJi:·:\n i :z. at. :i, Dn-:::l I Vv ii'" i ng d i a.ql'" ':".m'l but I"'lot hi ng h ·:::l~:; b f!:!E-:~n 

·f oy-thc:omi ng. 

1.3 Decisions are made too quickly! without full information & oriented 
towards the bottom line rather than quality. 
Improved - 14 ND change - 4 Worse - 2 

Commen t <'~i : 

Decisions made by overworked people who do not have enough time to find 
thi:? f.::1Ct~::~1I 

I think we learned our lesson frDm J.-2-3 ReI. but need to continue 
to be aware of past mistakes. 

Decisions made TOO SLOWLY and therefore lots D+ idle time In Doc & OA. 
Roles & process are still not clear. 
Bot 1::. om 1 i n E·! i~:o OlOt'" e clf ,::l -f ,'::I.e t cJr" ·t. h -i:'\n i t:, ~:"h 0! . ..11 d bE- '.I bu. t. !,-JE":' Si t 1 I 1 .:1 C) 

better than most companies. 
Strong perception exists that Mitch won't allow this problem to happen 

.:::l.g~'\in. 

Deadline pressure and more features are replacing concern for bDtoom 
line. 

DecisiDns made too quickly because we're chasing qood ideas without 
appropriate analysis" 

DecisiDns made too quickly without prior research. 
Mitch is very wise about identifying which decisions need to be made 

and which to leave alone. 
Definite imprDvement--more long run deveJ.opment emphasis replacing 

short run results. 
Sacrificing quality fDr short term financial targets doesn't appear 

likely to happen again. 
Mitch has enormously improved standard 0+ decision-making; this is one 

of the most visible changes in BPD. 



Decisions to cancel projects are still made too quic~ly. 
No concern for P & L within BPD. 
Decisions now are more rational with greater concern for our customers; 

no clear flnancial objectives to use for decision-making. 
Improved, but harsh judgement is passed when responses aren't made 

quickly. 
Problem with decisions now is there's no clear process--who has 

responsibility & authority. 

1.4 Employees who could provide information & who will be significantly 
imp ·,!,C t E:,d ,':?,I" 0:~ :i. n vo 1. VE'c:i i r) d E~C :i. s :i. Dn ··-m·;:~ kin (;J • 
Improved - 15 No change - 2 Worse - 1 

Comrnt?n-i::s:: 

E;t.ill poor' . 
Problem lies with intermediate levels, not with Mitch--especially 

regarding thDse who will be dlrect1.y impacted. 
We have better project teams since Mit.ch took over BPD. 
Development is now included earlier than before, but committees are too 

large for quality decision-making. 
This needs to be globally implemented. 
TI', in 9 s;. ar e nO~-J t.-Jei gh t E:~c! tOI".I.::~r d c11::?vE~ 1 UI . .J fll~:.~n L • 
Mitch does encourage input from all levels, but matrix management theory 

is stretched too far. 
New project.-centered focus helps, but many decisions cut across projects 
Mitchell solicits information but then relies on the opinion of only 

a few trusted people. 
Mitch encouraJes involvement, 
Mitch makes 90% of decisions; 

E(cc:E:~pt.pd . 

but can't keep track of all the issues. 
input which supports his thinkinq is 

- - ~ ::> ------
GPD needs to exchange information outside of t.he division--e.g. with 

sales & manufacturing. 

1.5 Reasoning behind ORGANIZATIONAL decisions is being clearly 

COITlf(lE.'nt s = 

c: C)(I)mun i c ,:.<. I:. (·:.,d • 
Impl'-o\/E?:d -. ~"'j 1 

'r 00 ("'\."·:In)l r- umol'-' Si, t.OO mUL: h fTl)l<::; t. f?r- y 'J t h E'n cI 021 d'Y ·f or- thE' II of + i c i Ed 
-:3.nnouncE:'ment" . 

Reorganizations leave confusion about. BPD's goals. 
The message of decisions like eliminating 



Recent product marketing layoffs are a problem--why were these people 
not assisted In finding other employment internally? 

Problems surround Corporate Communications, Product Marketing, and 
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to leave Lotus to innovate . 
Mitch has done a good job making us feel a gOCld idea might be acted on 

'~.n d r' (~Ii'J·:::\r" eI (.'~d • 
Forward-thinking projects have been cancelled and th e list of people 

~·Jho ' v e-I E'~.t- 'C t. 0 h ,~.3. '.It·? t".l"it?J. r" 1 dE~.~:\ ''=; cons i d E~r ed 



there has been improvement in project allotment. 
If it·s challenging, someone from ISO, R&D or outside will get it; BPD 

.----- '~4 ill h ,":\ V E~ '~:OrI9v i t. =\ncIcl. *'? c:t n L( P trft:,:;-----me<~rs -ya l: f.:~ I~ • - ------.. Plenty of opportunities exist now; the problem has been not planning new 
projects when old ones wind down. 

E;c)me peoplE'." fE':!'3:?1 that t'''F::,:::Il ~3U,CCE>~='S to: t"'(':::'cCl(]nition a,t-e availa,blr:::.\ 01'"2.1-:,/ t,Cl ,:;x 

'f *,'~"'J ~:i J Ii"" ''''''Jr
' <::: +- ':') r" 1::: ; un 1 es~:; !!'Jf2 dE~ve 1 op OUt'" O\',jn pE!Op 1 e\, t h 1::,')1'- I:,:! 2\r f!:) 

real obstacles to grClwth. 
Jun i or peoplE! have more opportunities; senior people have to go to other 

divisions for new opportunities. 
Mitch appears to have little interest in marketing; therefore, decisions 

k ,:=11'" *::' m:';\cj e ou t ~:5 i d f:? BPD ('h?:., , f] " ,:"lei v E'::' 1"" tis i 1"'1 (,;) ~-IF (,'" ll.:"~a S(-2 :l PI! • 
Opportunities exist in development only. - -- ' 

With each new acquisition~ it's clear that creative projects exist Qut-
siid,=-' of Lotus. 

One is trapped below the skill-set of their manager; one has to leave 
BPD to be on a non-maintenance project team. 

L9 Fairness rather than 
"'" -dec:: i S5 i C)/",,''' .. flV3, k :i f'i(;J 

Impr'ov'::?d .. - !:,,) 

favoritism prevails in project 
~~/Cll'" pl'''omotion:::j. 

1\1 C) c !"j ,:::\1'1 g e " .. ' t! 

Much better--Mitch & HR should take the kudos tog~ther. 
The exception to fairness within development is QA. 
This has not been a problem within development except for the perception 

that many reSClurces have been allotted to No Comment. 
Headcount seems to be the overriding concern. Preference is st] 11 qlven 

to ~'JI""O'~:1 ~ " ,,,,,t t.1"'J("" mc::m€,?nt" 
F't-c'\;'irjir'r'l f")1")''')''''I~''!'''(r''" G:,,<:: t'f":::' clr" ·::,;::,'l","Ir' r" Jln'h";;.r." of f:"'r~:Jf'·\!·'::';::"<:" i':::: i"h'"' kE>'"l tCi • ..t " • • \ .. 1 -::.. ." ,.' ),. t.) _. ". I l.f ••• " 1,::., .,,~ " •• 1 \ •• '\ ::.. c ........ t.. ,~.. ., ..• 111-1 . ... I! t ... ~, ... 1 ... 1 •• I,." , 

softenIng ~ne Impact of ~avoritism. 

CC!t''' t , E\i n :i, :: ~j i ~:~" ~~J')<::ll ~ .. I:~:~ ~~:" a I'" ;.:;!\~:O~~',;~~ i":" ~~I~~)!:::""'-':':\], 1 of t, 1"', (2i 1'- i d(~?2\S Ell'''',,:! con -'. 
,,,,' u:L, I cd 1., '" L. ~, .... l':":l.r, ~ ,,', H _.. ,,, n '" 1". 1 1. E. " 

Overall. things are fair. although politics are involved in assignments; 
':;:,,, L'::o r \/(') f1 F' 1- <::: rH') +. ,:'''! '" f .....,]' I~ '~ll ':;"1 r '''' (- r) -, I'·' <::: I' 'OJ] P ,=i c:: M]' 'j" ('" h t: ... I;_.?_ .R. _, . ... _ ..... " ••. _> • ..:\ •• ~.I .. _ ... _ .;:),.l..,l ... /L. __ ._._ .. , ..... .. _I,. 

There's a small circlp of individuals who Mitchell thinks highly of; 
confidence is not. expressed in t.hose with a skill set that 
d:i,ffE!i'''!:~ ft"'om 1"I:i,tch "::;" --~-~ 

Not everyone has the same opportunities or influence. but this is not 
n (,,:!C: f~'~ ::,~:5<:~r" i 1 y un + ,:3, ii" " PF'D h ,0, ~:; Vf':~I~ y -f f2v~ ID!,'J " of :I. ,'\ ~';h "~, E'?:'; t t'" 0'~iTlE':I. Y 
competent. dedicated employees who are widely respected 
throughout the company 



~-------------------.-----------

power then disenfranchised. 
New people have more difficulty proving themselves; assignments go to 

the tried and true; no career pathing exists so it's difficult 
to judge promotions. Order - followers tend to be promoted over 
i nnov.;:(t.clr":.-;, 

i"1i tch gives more weight to the opiniC)n~.:; of hi.<::; 

I.10 Overall, morale is improving ~ employees are recovering from their 
weariness at change. 
Improved - 10 No change - 8 Worse - 1 

Comm(":!rl t s : 

Morale peaked when Mitch became 8M, but has declined slowly. 
The biggest boost is having leadership now that understands what a 

development team is and how it functions. 
QA & Doc have low morale, and this affects program management. 
Each new reorganIzation pleases some and unnerves others. 
Morale is best where employees have clearly defined roles. 

mal'- k E~t :i. n ~I Cl.t" f2 i ['l f I L(;'; • Un t :i. I BPI)' ~5 s t " .. uc t. ur t·"! :::I.n d p r" DC es~;; <'.l.r-' '3.:: 

nailed down, the lack of confidence aned concern for job 
security will undermine productivity and the quality of the 
\') U 1'"' k en v:i r-' or I ('::'ni '.1 n t . 

We ' ve gone from concern over no projects and poor management to concerns 
over headcount, efficiency and layoffs. 

Morale amongst the developers i s low--decisions are out of our hands, 
and tOQ many projects are done outside the company. 

C:;or"pc)I~" .:::'lt.E" CC)mmur'!ic:atiC)n~:5' ~:;:i.tu<·:':\t:.:i.CJ[j h.;;:l. ~~ If=~cI to !~·JDndt:?r" :i.ng" l'i"Jill m""" 
\..I I·:.:'!.J.:::\I' · !...1 ! 1"·:~111.. LJI::~ II~=';{ t?" 

Morale improved greatly at the time of the 8M c:hange; now morale is very 
low amongst BPD management.. 

fYlit c h h.::).:::; ~:; :i.mpl:i.fif:?:d the or-·g2lf'1i~~ .:::I.tiC)f'1 enor-mc)I...I.s1y .::lnd thi<::; helps gr-ol.,'p 
ITl cw' a 1 (? .. 

Although morale is improving, most people are running scared. 
Mitch has to spend more time makir~ ~eo" ~ feel good about their roles~ 

c.:u i..t·":i. .. l .·.Dr"I:~ cl.nci t.hl!::~:i.r· ab:i.lit.y tC) rn .:::\k(,~ cieC: J. ~::;i.orl~';. 

It :i. ~3 1 .. .I.ne: 1 f2<::~um mCHIH2nt to fTlOfYH~\nt. \·Jhe'i::hc':?r your-' (Jr"' Dup ~".ii 11 ~3urvi VI'!:) '1:: ;-)(2 
[j ~?;< t. r- t::-!!Ol'" (I .. 

ReorganizatiCJns are unsettling, but offer 
nition of roles, career tracking 
tion will raise morale .. 

the 
2l.nd 

promise of change .. Defi. _ .. 
encouragement of inno~a-

Morale improveci for awhile, but is sinking again. 

I 
I 
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To: Phi 1antropods 
-fr: Steve
RE: DISCUSSION OF OUR GUIDELINES
Even though I'm away on vacation (sorry, but that's the breaks), I 
wanted to contribute some of my thoughts to our discussion of 
guidelines. This has turned out to be ten times longer than I 
anticipated (I warned you that I'd written backs on this topic!), so 
feel free to ignore any or all of it.
I. Why focus on racism?
We can't fund everything. We have to make choices and narrow 
field in order to make our jobs manageable and have some hope 
an impact in our chosen area. So, out of all the problems in 
all the injustices, how should we decide on a focus?
There are a lot of ways in which life is not fair to lots of people. 
However, many of these are beyond our control. Some are acts of nature. 
Others are human creations, but randomly distributed and without 
connection. For these injustices, the appropriate response is 
person-to-person empathic support, that is, individual acts of kindness 
and aid.
Some kinds of social injustices do fall into patterns. Of these, there 
are several that I would consider to be "core" or "systemic", meaning 
that the'/ emanate from social dynamics that are central to the very 
functioning of our society (perhaps of all societies) and play a 
significant role in shaping a large percentage of our social existence. 
(There are other injustices that fall into patterns, but I do not 
consider them to be as vitally integrated into the core dynamics of our 
society, or else I see them as derivative of those I've labeled core.)
I would include among these core dynamics: class relations (having to do 
with the division of labor in the process of production and 
consumption), sex role patterns (having to do with child rearing and 
nurturing/aggressiveness social roles), and community relations (ranging 
from extended families to ethnic/racial groups to nationalism). All 
these (and other systemic issues) interact, but they can also be looked 
at somewhat independently.
The systemic and interconnected character of these issues makes them 
powerful but also means that every ameliorative effort has potential 
ripple effects upon large spheres of social life. For example, a change 
in sex role patterns could also effect class relations, improve child 
nutrition, reduce family violence, create healthier communities, etc.
Gf the three systemic issues I've identified, class is not appropriate 
for our committee to focus on. First, it is the least clear of the 
three since merely defining the issue involves arcane debates between 
marxian and non-marxist theorists. Second, I doubt if a majority of 
Lotus employees would agree about its importance or even its very 
existence. Third, even if the employee's supported us, the Board would

down the 
of making 
the world.
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never approve a focus on attacking class oppression.
Saxism is a more appropriate focus for us. Even those Loti whose 
analysis is not radical enough to consider it a systemic pattern are 
still likely to consider it a legitimate issue. Second, its 
manifestations, at least in the economic sphere (e.g. tracking of women 
into "women's jobs" and unequal pay for work of equal intrinsic worth as 
well as sexual harassment), are clear and attackable. And third, some 
of its non-workplace manifestations, such as abuse and rape, are 
flagrant and violent enough to create a climate of support.
However, despite the current anti—feminist political climate, I think 
there is a strong women's movement in our society composed of women of 
all classes that has the resources and ability to push forward. In 
fact, it is precisely because the women's movement is a cross class 
movement, whose leadership is mostly dr awn from the professional and 
managerial classes, that it has access to relatively enormous resources. 
There are onouch professional, managerial, and bourgeois class women 
(originally by birth or marriage and now by virtue of their own jobs) to 
serve as an effective pressure group. In addition, women are a majority 
of our population. They have the numbers needed to create a significant 
social force. If we were to focus on sexism, I'd want us to focus 
specifically on projects aiding working class or poor women, 
particularly woman of color, who are the least likely to benefit from 
the movement's resources. Making sexism our focus would be a 
legitimate, but relatively "safe", decision.
Community is, on the positive side, a way to creating support systems 
and culture that help give meaning to life. It is also a way of 
differentiating between "us" and "them". Under negative conditions, 
meaning under the conditions that most people have experienced for most 
of history, the "them" is considered of less intrinsic value than "us", 
and if "us" is stronger it uses its power to dominate and exploit 
"them".
There are various degrees to this pattern of community hierarchy. If a 
minority can socially and economically integrate itself with a domanint 
majority, the newcomers can be considered part of the majority's "us" 
and quickly accepted as a subgroup of the majority. If the nature of 
the interaction between the two groups is such that the methods of 
domination and exploitation are relatively moderate in their 
dehumanizing effect, the newcomers can be considered a distinct ethnic 
group. But if the methods of domination and exploitation are extreme, 
the newcomers are marginalized as a separate "race".
The most important and confusing thing to understand about race is that 
it has absolutely no biological reality. There is no group of genetic 
characteristics whose presence or absence can be used to divide humanity 
into groups that have any resemblance to the "races" we were taught 
about. There is much, much greater genetic variation within the people 
considered "white" in this country than between "whites" and "blacks" as 
groups.
Race is totally a socially created phenomena.

page 2
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European and African ancestry who are divided into two non-overlapping 
races in this country are divided into at least three often overlapping 
races in Brazil. The majority of Puerto Ricans come to this country and 
find themselves suddenly divided into black and white— a process that 
has frequently divided members of the same family.
The definitions of racial groups changes over time. When the Irish 
first arrived in this country they were treated as a separate racial 
group. Now, outside of South Boston's ethnic enclave, they are a 
subgroup of the American mainstream. Japanese immigrants were lynched 
less than 50 years ago and rounded up into detention camps about 45 * 
years ago. Mow they have a 50% rate of intermarriage with people 
outside their own community and are commonly accepted as a legitimate 
ethnic group.
!ver the years, racism has become intertwined with nationalism and
imperialism ("the white man'
H C7, K cu

burden11 s "the yellow peril itetc. )
as oscome a part, at the attack upon progressive reform ("they're nol 
willing to work, they only cheat welfare"), and a tool for dividing the
work force, 
system, it ii

tiecau.se of its integration into every part
controversial

farissues
and exp] 
.n g us.

.VS X ssus.
our social 
Iso one of

The anti-racist movement faces other disadvantages. The average wage of 
non—white workers are much lower (I think about half) of whites; the 
average unemployment rate of non-whites is much higher (I think double); 
the average net wealth of black families has recently been computed to 
be about £3 ,000 while the average net wealth of white families is about 
$39,000. In addition, people of color are a minority in this country 
and the number of Black professianals and managers small. All this 
combines to give the anti-racist movement relatively few resources, a 
relatively small social base to draw upon, and relatively few allies. 
Nonetheless, it remains one of the core dynamics of our society, and of 
cur world.
he Philanthropy committee should focus on racism because it Is one of

the core issues of our society, because it is an issue that lacks access 
to needed resources, because it is a particularly acute issue here in
the Boston area, and because 
Important difference In the efforts

a more risky choice. Mr

\ u r  efforts can
forts of anti—i
er, I see this
risks than mas-

visible and

has the chance to take larger 
programs. We should rise to the occasion.

racist programs.
— -V -lT! 7 4- ^

or r
True, it 

> w«5on, We 
mpanies' qivinq

II. tjJhat does a good proposal to fight racism aim to accomplish?
Our approved guidelines say that we want to fund projects that address 
both the causes and offects of racism. To understand haw to app1y that 
guidelines requires first examining the different types of racism in our 
society.
I consider there to be several types of racism. First, there is the 
level of personal feelings, called attitudinal racism. This is the 
belief by one person that his/her "racial group" is superior to another.
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While I don't like such attitudes, by themselves they are not a social 
problem. It's net always clear what to do about attitudes, if anything. 
Attitudes seldom change because of direct confrontation. However, if 
the general climate of the country is anti- or non-racist, then racists 
usually keep their attitudes to themselves and pay lip service to public 
norms.
Second, there is the level of personal actions of discrimination. This 
occurs, for example, when a landlord refuses to rent to a black family. 
These actions can only be stopped by strong anti—discrimination laws and 
enforcement. Again, if the political climate is anti—discriminatory-f 
there will be much fewer occurrences of this type of action.
Third, there is the level of cultural discrimination. This is the 
culturally embedded belief in the superiority of one group over another. 
I think that this is actually very malleable. We have lived through a 
sea-change in our society's attitude towards Asians (Japanese and 
Chinese in particular), as well as towards Afro—Americans. I know
enough history to know about the enormous change in social stereotypes 
of Irish and Italians. I think cultural racism is manipulatable and is, 
ir. fact, manipulated.
Fourth, there is social discrimination. This is widespread, usually 
state-sanctioned, patterns of overt discrimination. This was the 
situation in the United States for most of the past 30(2 years and it was 
what was largely destroyed, only twenty years ago, by the Civil Rights 
Movement.
If social discrimination is maintained over a long enough periad of 
time, it can turn into the fifth type: institutional or structural
racism. This is a situation in which unequal access to resources and 
opportunities is built into the fundamental structures of a society. At 
this, level, racism is Mimpersonal11, it happens as part of business as 
usual without requiring conscious decisions by the majority. For 
example, if you are poor and live in a slum you probably have poorer 
health, poorer education, less chance for advanced training, less 
connections with or exposure to people with inside connections at good 
paying companies, and therefore you are more likely to end up poor and 
recreate the whole cycle. None of this requires any overt 
discrimination by anyone.
Of these different types of racism, I believe there are some we should 
not make a priority. For example, I believe attitudinal racism waxes 
and wanes according to large scale social forces as well as being very 
hard to deal with since it is such a personal phenomena deeply rooted in 
each person's childhood. And cultural racism, while infuriating and 
reinforcing of dehumanizing stereotypes, is too abstract and too much 
controlled by top-level corporate/political forces beyond our reach.
(For example, remember how the national image of China suddenly reversed 
itself from Red menace to industrious allies after Nixon's trip to 
Bei jinq!5
On the other hand, I believe we should make a priority of the remaining 
types: preventing personal acts of discrimination, fighting any
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resurgence of social discrimination, and attacking the cycles of 
institutional racism. I choose these because they can be addressed by 
the type of local, small scale projects that we are capable of funding. 
I also prefer them because they are, I believe, the key methods that 
racism is perpetuated in our society.
Fortunately, a common strategy helps prevent all three types 
discrimination. That strategy is putting pressure on the government, 
via grass roots organizing or legal action or legislative campaigns or 
media exposure, to pass and enforce strong anti—discrimination laws.
Unfortuantely, dismantling institutional racism involves more. To some 
extent, it involves supporting programs that aid all poor or unskilled 
working people. Headstart helped people of all colors, but 
disproportionately helped people of color because they are 
disproportionately poor.
However, color-blind solutions are not enough. Cars must be 
make sure that these programs actually include and serve people of color

of past discrimination H Iwx seep in and shape these
remedial -cgrams in discriminatory ways. Therefore, there is a urgent 
need to enforce equal opportunity to existing programs. Creating equal 
opportunity requires going beyond business as usual: it means making
af f irmati ve ef - 
recruit!

ts to reach out to the non-white community when 
for new hires, it means making affirmative efforts to include

leople of col or in decision-makinq processes.
In fact, I would go further. I think true affirmative action involves 
more than equal opportunity. It involves providing some amount of 
additional resources specifically targeted at people who have been the 
victims of past patterns of discrimination. Therefore, a strategy that 
addresses the causes of institutional racism involves supporting equal 
opportunity as well as affirmative action.
The effects of racism are too numerous to list. However, we should give 
priority to those projects that also address the causes. The way to do 
this is to help empower individuals in the context of building 
action-oriented organizations that are providing new resources to the 
non-white community or pressuring outside institutions {government, 
firms, unions) to provide more resources and opportunities to the 
non—whi te commoni ty.
III. Can the Arts be a useful tool for fighting racism?
Perhaps. But I still don't think we should be funding most arts 
projects. We have previously discussed, and I think we should formally 
adopt, guidelines for the acceptance of arts projects.
First, I think we should affirm that our general priority is funding 
grass roots, activist projects that follow the strategies outline above. 
Second, we should declare that we don't see ourselves as an 
arts-oriented funding source. Third, we should say that we will fund an 
arts project under the fallowing conditions: (a) it is locally based
and amateurish rather than free-floating and professionally aspiring.
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(b) it is tied in to a local organization that has a li-fe o-f its own 
separata from the arts activities, (c) a majority o-f the participants 
are people of color. (d> the project, in some manner, directly addresses 
the issue of racism.

IV, Should we fund capital improvements (or contribute to general 
operating funds)?
If the organization is working on projects that would fall into our 
guidelines and that we would support, then we should help those 
organizations in the way that the organization itself decides is most 
useful. If buying or fixing a building is what the group needs in order 
to accomplish its goals, then let's fund it!
Similarly, I think we should formally decide (although not publicize) 
that we are willing to give money for general operating funds rather 
than specific projects. The key issue is the same as for capital 
funds: If the organization is working on projects that would fall into
our guidelines and that we would support, then we should help those 
organizations in the way that the organization itself decides is most 
useful,
V. Is media-arts education considered skills transfer?
No, Cur guidelines specially state computer—related. If a media
eject has a large computer component it would fit. However, a
.m©r~ 5 . is not a computer.
. Is the mere use of a computer in an educational program considered
ills tr ansfsr?

Sometimes. It depends on what else is going on.
VII. What kinds of skill transfer projects should we fund?
When Rhonda, Rob, and I went to talk with the people at the Science 
Museum, several themes emerged that we felt were relevant to all our 
ski 1Is—transfer projects. First, the project should be computer 
related. Second, it should provide hands-on training leading to 
specific skills. (This means we are not interested in projects that 
merely "expose" people ta computers or help them get aver 
computerphobia.) Third, it should be locally based, part of an ongoing 
community-oriented program, that specificall V t cir gets groups of people 
who have not previously had access to this kind of
training— specifically meaning people of color, immigrants, and poor and 
working class people. (This means we are not interested in broad based 
programs that give a little to lots of people with little chance for 
organized follow up.) Fourth, if the program is for adults, we prefer 
that it be connected with some employment opportunities, or that it be a 
joint parent/chi Id activity.
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LOTUS' GRAPEV lYE 7 y_r 
- ~ 

Loti: 

You may use this form to: 

voice an opinion or suggestion 
- ask a question 
- share a concern 

If you choose to include your name, someone from Human Resources will contact 
you confidentially. 

If you choose to remain anonymous, you will not receive a direct response. If 
your opinion, question or concern is of general interest, it will be included in a 
monthly report circulated to all employees. However, no information will be 
given that might identify you . 

Opinion, Question or Concern: 

Is there anything special that the employees at 161 should 
know about how to keep your job? If we all move over to · the 
Lotus Building will we still have jobs? What if there isn't 
enough room for all of us? Will we be "LET GO"? 

I e n_j_o_y_my_ j.Qb. I enjoY- working___,a'-lt..__"""l..l=owt...,u,._s,_._. _'""'I=---""d'""'o~n~' t-=-.~u~s:.:e=-._ 
cap ital letters anymore when I spell lotus. I am not as 
proud as I used to be (or as secure!!!!) 

Date: 

Just fold up this form and drop it in any Lotus Grapevine Box . These boxes are emptied daily by a member of 
the Human Resources staff. If you have indicated that you'd like a confidential response, you ' ll hear from us 
within one week. Thanks for your participation. Freada Klein, Employee Relations Manager x6203 . 

Optional: 

Name __________________________ ~---- Ext __________________________ __ 
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I would like to express my concern and di s approval with the recent 
di s mi s sal of two N161 First StreetN employees ••• Bill Vaillancourt and 
Dan Doorley. Uhy was this necessary? I have been at Lotus as long as 
both of the s e poeple and I con s ide r them to be two o~ the hardest 
working people at Lotus. Dan Doorley ha s been especially help~ul to me 
many times. I have seen him here on Saturdays and late at night. YOGI 
ha s many more features than the other VAX's and this is due totally to 
Dan's hard work and enthusiasm. His loss disturbs me. Uho is next? 

The way the situation was handled is inexcusable. If Lotu s is looking 
to throw some Ndead weight overboardN, there is plenty around in other 
departments. Next time, why not consider an employee's performance and 
:.:::en .i or i ty·::1 
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LOTUS' GRAPEVllYE-

----
Although I am not a member of the Corporate Communications Dep art ment, I 
have been extremely disturbed by the events taking place i n th a t group. 
And, from speaking with people i n my department, I can tell you that 
ever y bod y is affected by the Corp. Comma organizational chang es . 

The need for change is n ot in question. However , t he methods used to 
implement the change are highly questionable . 

As I under-st.,-:;l.nci it., r1 a na.gemf?nt hCl.s: 
1. Informed Corp. Comma employees that they must ~ut the depart ment 

bE'.C ::: b y .:;t. t.h i ,·-d a 

Asked employees to assess their chanc es o f remaining, to resig n by 
Friday 1/17 if they don ' t think their chances are good (and receive ~ 
months severance pay), or to stay and run the risk of being a sked to 
1 e·=.<. ···/e tj y t h 0~ ;~n [I of t. h E' man t h 1 (2 ~'J e 0? k s, Ilot 3 IT:D n t h~::; '3:?::ye~- ;::<.11 C F2 p Cl.y . ) 

3. Told everyone that new job descriptions \~il l be written and that the 
people who decide to stay after Friday must all apply for new 
po-:,:,i t i. Un',;; . 

I believe that Lotus could have better so l ved the probl em this way: 

* Evaluate new job requirements 
* Identi fy # cutbacks required 
* Assess c urrent p e rsonnel/job fit s 
* Determi.ne employees who could be trained to fit new jobs 
* Of fe r new jobs to those people 
* Si v e 3 months severan ce to oth~~ people in th e d e par t men t 

If Lotus sots a precedent of erasing the boa~d every time a gam e plan 
doesn ' t work, we mi gh t as well i( i ss good bye a ny commit~ent to corporate 
va lues ground e d ~n concern fo r people. 

Above i s jus t o ne of the many alt~ r nativ2s that would b e tter su it the 
p h il osop hy cf thi ~ c o mp a n y and th at cou ld meet financial object~ves . 

Wh a teve r s o l ut i on s W2 choo~e , ~ ~ mus t pu t a n end to t he di stu~ ba n c e, 

i n '5 t ·3):" i 1. i ~.-. ':/ ',I (;"1;, d I i} i ':~~. t r'- t..l·~ · i~. t. h.3 tis q r - C)\'J i n q .l fl t. II i s. I:: G C:1P ·'::'-\ 11 'y' • 

.-, ,--.. 
;- .. ~J • I F y ou still circul at e rep c r t~ on Grape 

I hope yo u wi l l addr' 2 ss thi s quest ~ on. 

i. nter-est . 

i s ::iUL'S o -f '::J enet- .3. 1 cone 2 t-n • 

It i s ce r t ainly af genera l 

901-7189 
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I don't disagree with the reality of trimming back overstaffed 
departments. But I do feel strongly that the Corporate Communications 
cutbacks could have been done in a cleaner, more humane manner. 

Since it was management who hired 



Corporate Values 

Q uality is paramount at Lotus; we will strive 
to achieve the highest level of quality in 

every aspect of our business. 

W e will deal with our employees fairly within 
a system where rewards are based on 

merit. Lotus will strive to provide equal opportunity 
in employment and in compensation. We seek to 
build a diverse work force where the dignity of 
each individual is respected and valued. 

L OtuS people will bring the greatest degree of 
honesty, ethica l behavior and personal 

responsibility to our jobs in order to maintain the 
overall integrity of the company, our products and 
the individuals working here. 

T eamwork and coopera tion are essential ingre
dients in the work environment at Lotus. Each 

employee is expected to be not only an individual 
contributor, but also a contributor to the efforts of 
the group. No one individual is or can be respon
sible for our success. 

L OtuS people must have the flexibility to 
respond quickly to situational changes, and 

be open to adjusting behavior accord ing ly , without 
compromise to our o ther fundamental values. 

W e place a hig h value on crea tivity, 
innovation and initiative ; those character

istics will be eagerly fostered. We will strive to 
m aintain an atmosphere where risk taking is 
encouraged and considera tion of new ideas is 
supported a t a ll levels of the organization. 

A sense of humor is an important asset. It is 
indicative of the way individuals look a t 

themselves, and reflects how they deal with other 
people. It is impo rtant that people not take 
themselves too seriously, as they may be the only 
ones that do so. 

/-5 The User's Guide To Lotus 



Lotus’ Statement of Non-Discrimination
Lotus Development Corporation strives to create and maintain a 
work environment characterized by fair treatment, diversity, 
and respect for the individual.

Lotus is committed to offering equal opportunity for employ
ment, advancement, and benefits to all employees. Lotus’ policy 
is to stand against discrimination in all areas, including recruit
ing, hiring, job assignments, supervision, training, promotions, 
rates of pay, and benefits because of sex, race, religion, 
national origin, age, veteran status, disability, or sexual 
preference.

Discrimination generally takes three basic forms: differential 
treatment, differential impact, or the presence of a hostile/offen- 
sive/discriminatory work climate.

• Differential treatment refers to instances where the 
employer, through its policies or management, treats some 
employees differently than others because of their race, relig
ion, sex, national origin, age, veteran status, disability, or 
sexual preference.

• Differential impact involves employment practices that seem 
neutral, but which in fact affect one group more adversely 
than another. The brunt is often borne by groups of 
individuals with a shared characteristic such as gender, race, 
religion, age, national origin, disability, or sexual preference. 
Differential impact cannot be justified by any business 
necessity.

• Discriminatory work climates are those characterized by 
subtle, yet repeated offensive practices and behaviors that 
have the effect of making certain groups of individuals feel 
excluded. Racial and sexist comments engaged in by 
managers during work meetings or events are examples of 
behaviors which contribute to a discriminatory work 
environment.

12 The User’s Guide To Lotus



Lotus’ preference for a diverse work environment comes out of 
a recognition that difference among individuals enriches our lives 
and the life of our company. Since prejudice and discrimination 
are widespread in our culture, it is generally an uphill battle to 
create a workplace that is universally respectful of and 
responsive to individuals of diverse backgrounds. Our goal, 
therefore, is to build a company which nurtures, supports, 
sustains, and draws from all its members with regard only to 
merit.

13 The User’s Guide To Lotus
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The topics for discussion include both individual and collective 
experiences, anonymous case studies based on concerns brought 
to Employee Relations, and topics suggested by employees via the 
Grapevine and direct communication with the members. Because 
the role of the Vertical Council is advisory, not decision-making, 
relevant issues and recommendations are forwarded to a person 
or group if the Council believes that action is appropriate. The 
Council negotiates timeframes for resolution and monitors progress 
toward the goal. The Council also periodically notifies the Lotus 
community about the progress of issues in the Lotus Newsletter, 
and by publishing the minutes of its meetings. 

All employees are encouraged to use the Lotus Grapevine to send 
concerns to the Vertical Council, or to talk with the Employee 
Relations staff. 

Lotus Grapevine 
You have undoubtedly noticed the bright purple boxes on the walls 
in various places around the Lotus buildings. These hold the 
grapes of the Lotus Grapevine, the comment forms that communi
cate the opinions, suggestions, questions, or concerns employees 
have about Lotus. Grapes may be submitted by any employee at 
any time. An Employee Relations representative reviews all 
Grapevine concerns, has them typed and forwarded to the 
appropriate individuals, and sees that you receive a response 
within a week if you request a response on the form. (To expe
dite the process, they ask that you type your grape, if possible.) 
All responses are made carefully and confidentially. If you choose 
to remain anonymous, you will not receive a ilirect response; but 
if your question is of general interest it will be used in the 
"Grapevine Column" of the Lotus newsletter. No information will 
be given that would identify you. 

Lotus Product News 
Program Management publishes Lotus Product News, a resource 
for public information about Lotus products: software, books and 
the magazine. It is printed and distributed more or less monthly, 
depending on the schedule of public announcements. Since it is 
the official printed word on what can be discussed freely outside 
the company, every employee receives a copy of the publication 
and should be aware of its contents. 

JV-3 The User's Guide To Lotus 
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1986

Front row: Brendan Saunders, Gwendolyn Goodwin, Gustavo Mendez. Back row: Thomas 
Garda, Jonathan Glater, Gary Holmess, David Holnwss, Frank Goon, Amable Peguero. 
Not pictured: Monterio Weaver.

Summer internship program
‘ ‘These students are extremely bright and 
amazingly focused,’ ’ says Jackie Curvan of 
ten young people who spent July and 
August working in various departments at 
Lotus as part of this year’s summer intern
ship program.

The Affirmative Action Advisory Com
mittee (AAAC), of which Jackie is director, 
began sponsoring the program at Lotus last 
year. Statewide placements are arranged by 
Jacqueline Lindsay, director of the Mas
sachusetts Pre-Engineering Program for 
Minority Students (MassPep), an organiza
tion that aims to help high-potential 
minority students in grades 7 through 12 
prepare for admission to college-level pro
grams in engineering and science and to 
successfully complete such programs.

MassPep matches students with com 
pany sponsors, schedules interviews to 
make sure work assignments are appropri
ate to the students’ areas of interest, and 
helps set clear goals at the beginning of 
the internship. Halfway through the sum
mer, all the interns meet off site, usually 
at Boston University, to discuss their 
experiences at corporations all over 
Massachusetts. At the end of the intern
ship, supervisors review the interns’ 
performance.

That’s the process, and all concerned 
seem to think it works. As Jackie says, 
“programs such as MassPep are doing a 
great job preparing high-schoolers for 
future careers in engineering and science, 
and we’re pleased to assist them in that 
endeavor.” □

PROMOS Sc 
TRANSFERS
Recent Promotions
Donna Carpenter to Accounting Supervi
sor in Control... Brian Debasitis to Sen
ior Product Support Specialist, 
Symphony... William Destefanis to 
Applications Consultant in Sales Adminis
tration ... Larry Dyer to Copy Center 
Operator in Office Services... Judith 
Giordano to Telephone Communications 
Manager in Corporate Services... Peter 
Greene to Product Support Supervisor, 
Symphony... Marie Healy to Marketing 
Representative in Chicago/Minneapolis... 
Martha Irving to Senior Administrative 
Assistant in Control... Winifred Jackson 
to Communications Services Assistant in
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Attendees:

Mitch
Mead
Janet
PaImer
Jim
Irv Pollitt
Judy Doe (guest, for item #1)

1

2.

a.

b.

F

3

4

Judy Doe presented the overall space allocation plan for Riverside
Place (see attached exhibit). It was approved except for the size
of the library. The sense of the Committee was that only a modest
amount of space should be allocated to library reading space. Mead
will meet with Vicki and both of them will meet with Judy and the
architects within the next week.

A proposal by Leo McCloskey procuring a security nhardware" system
for all Lotus locations was passed out and discussed at some length.
The Committee members agreed to read the proposal before the end
of the week and get back to Palmer on approval, disapprovalr or
concerns relative to the two rnajor issues: 1) the overall security
concept, and 2) the expenditure itself.
Palmer presented a recommendation that 37r000 square feet at Four
Cambridge Center be leased in order to meet our previously-defined need
for additional space beginning this summer. After a discussion of
pros and cons, the proposal was approved. Mead will inform Kate Todd
that the final negotiation of the lease is underway and that it wil]
be submitted for Board approval upon completion.

Janet presented three action proposals from F reada Klein which
r.rere discussed at some length, with the following results:
Employee Suggestion System. It was agreed that this proposal was
mis-named -- it, really seems to be a system to improve vertical
communications and feedback throughout the corporation, with Human
Resources being the coordinator. In that vein, it received general
support. Further refinement is the next step.

Employee Attitude Survey. Again, the Committee supported this idea,
but there was an overal concern that it be done "right". Further
definition of goals and process is needed. Janet will have Freada
work with Irv to come up with a more complete proposal.

Minority rssues committee. There is an overriding need for the
corportion to come to grips with the concerns of minority employeesat Lotus. Ereada proposes the creation of a committee of minority
representatives to help us to begin dealing with the many issues.

C.

9010537
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Top management participation and support is essential. As the
next step, Freada will attend the next lvlanagement Committee meeting
to present additional background and thoughts.

5. Jim raised the issue of how Lotus employees should be handling
offers of "favors" from outside agencies -- primary current and
potential suppliers of goods and services. There was general agree-
ment on a number of points; however, additional information on other
companiesr policies will be he1pfu1. Palmer will foIlow up an pu1}
together a proposed policy for Lotus.

6. I{itch presented his thoughts on Lotusr endorsement of outside
products and services in shortr w€ donrt do it. Palmer will
take l,Iitchts notes an turn them into a formal position statement.

7. Mead presented an updated look at anticipated Second Quarter sales
and earnings, including a discussion of implications and concerns.
fn terms of longer term action, reassessment of Product/Software
Development projets has already reduced planned hiring by some
20-25 people. The implications of the reduction in projects on
the Sales/Marketing hiring plans are now being reviewed; the
other departments will fo11ow suit.

8. Packages containing disks and instructions for Second HaIf r84
headcount rebudgeting were distributed and explained by Mead.
Completed disks need to be returned to Finance by Tuesday, Mdy 29th.
It was pointed out that diskettes for new cost centers were not
included. Mead will have his people follow up on that problem.

9. Drinking at company parties is a continuing concern. As an initial
step toward moderation, the length of the bi-weekly Friday parties
will be limited to two hours.

9010538
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CONFIDENTIAL
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING

Attendees:
Mitch^Dave 
Dale Janet 
Jim 
Mead 
Palmer
1. The roll-up of the latest headcount "budgets" resulted in a 

company total of 904 by year end. This is in spite of the 
project cutbacks made over the past two months. The number 
is far too high. After much discussion of the issues, it was decided not to react arbitrarily across the board. Mitch will 
set up individual meetings with each V.P. to review possible 
cutbacks, establish growth restraint criteria (e.g., number
of people vs. company revenues), and establish a course of action 
for each area.

2. Various approaches to and ramifications of dealing with new 
venture "spin-outs" were discussed at length. How this is handled 
will have major impact on Lotus, its people, its culture, and the 
way we do business. The payoff of doing it well is substantial, however. Mitch will continue to develop his thinking on this 
matter and will be using a number of people for sounding boards.

3. Freada Klein participated in the meeting for a discussion of her 
proposal to establish a "minority issues committee". After 
listening to Freada's inputs it was quickly decided to sponsor 
such a committee. Freada, Janet, and Irv Pollitt will put together 
a concrete plan and recommendations for implementation. As part of 
the discussion, the whole area of minority hiring and advancement 
was reviewed at some length. It was clear to everyone that Lotus has 
not been doing a good job in this area, and it was agreed that
the Committee would support a formal program to address problems. 
Among the proposals which seemed to have the most potential were: 
a dedicated minority recruitment program, establishment of 
professional trainee headcount authorizations which would facilitate 
career skills development, and commitment to goals formalized as 
part of a corporate—wide minority affirmative action program.Again, Mitch asked Janet, Freada, and Irv to pull together the 
details.

4. Mead presented an updated status on 1984 capital spending which 
indicated that spending this year could approach $35 million, vs. an 
original budget of $20.6 million. Since the memo was first dis
tributed at the beginning of the meeting and the basis of some of the 
numbers was unclear, further discussion was delayed until Mead and 
Palmer could do some more work on the numbers.

6/5/84
t
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Series:  Lotus Development Corporation 
Subseries:  HR Policy, Procedure, Employee Measurement Data 
 
This subseries consists of Lotus Development Corporation Human Resource policy, 
procedure, and data sets.  Included are employee handbooks and employee survey data 
germane to the perception of and experience of bias, harassment, and respectful treatment 
in the workplace. The surveys were developed by Freada Klein, Director of Employee 
Relations Lotus Development Corporation. The files consist of .5 linear feet of material 
and span the years 1985-1988. 
 

 

Box Folder Span Dates Folder Title 

 1 1985 Employee Attitude Survey, Spring 1985 

 2 1986 Employee Attitude Survey, September 1986 

 3 1985-1987 Survey data, Termination Rate Models 

 4 1985-1987 Survey data, Path Models 

 5 1986-1987 Survey data, Parenting / Dependent Care Survey 

 6 1986 Survey data, Administrative Support / Companion 
Survey, September-November 1986 

 7 1987-1988 Survey data, Micromentor 

 8 1985 The User’s Guide to Lotus: An Employee 
Handbook 

 9 1986 Corporate Policy Handbook, Lotus Development 
Corporation 

    



-. ------.. - - -- ---------
Points to make 

EFF started as foundation to make grants for technology and civil 
liberties projects. Did so to CPSR and ACLU---which about exhausts the 
organizations in the field . Clearly need for more funding and more staff 
and resources. EMPASIZE THAT YOU ARE DOING Your share. That Benton, Tides, 
Bauman, and few others have helped but need more. New emphasis is 
computer---telecom foundation grants have been mass media oriented in the 
past . The democratic potential of new computers is a key issue now. 

EFF has chosen to become a new org bringing tech and civil 
liberties advocacy and public policy together to achieve democratic 
potential of computer technology .. Uniqueness: The Tech expertise plus 
public policy smarts with a focus on public policy (not simply CPSR stuff 
like privacy or ethics) . Necessary? Yes. Government marshalling its 
resources, NSA, FBI, and also big corporations. Who will represent the 
public, consumer, citizen as consumer of information and participant in 
the new electronic public forums.? 

Kapor is contributor with funds and 90% of time . But cannot be 
successful without diversity of funding and support. We want to get 
members, foundations, individual donors and diverse institutions for 
non-partisan efforts (CPF) . 

A score of issues need foundation PROJECT type support . 
White paper on digital telephony issues 
White paper on Encryption and PRivacy 
State research and advocacy support for PUC advocacy on 

is s ues like caL!'e);" id and new infrastructure (Marc hag done Dome of id 
stuff, we are trying to do new digital technology 

Project money to bring new consumer groups from 
education, environmental, etc orgs to have voice in telecom and electronic 
free speech---the marketplace of ideas in future. 

Crucial : Help poor and minorities get involved in new 
technology policy. Danger of haves and have nots. Compter activism too too 
white. Computer power and literacy is a civil rights issue, we would like 
to help to address. 

We are here to talk about what we are doing but also to get 

y o u to let us know that you are interested in hearing in more detail about 
our work . We are fishing. Are there any nibbles? 

. :. ' 
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Democracy, 
Technology 

and 
The Civil Rights 

Project 
by Ceasar L. McDowell and 

Marianne S. Castano 

Democracy and Public Dialogue 
?emocracy has been defined as "a political system in 

which the whole people make, and are entitled to make, 
the basic determining decisions on important matters of 
public policy."l While the United States is often touted as 
t~~ world.'s leading proponent of democracy, many U.S. 
cItIzens fmd themselves unable to engage in one of the 
centr~l acts of democracy-creating public voice through 
publIc engagement. Public engagement in the United 
States is constrained by our inability to talk through our 
shared, complementary and divergent values. This lack of 
public engagement and our inability to speak in a "public 
voice" is also driven by a cultural, tendency to reduce 
co~~lex public issues to simple "for or against" policy 
posItIOns. The process of building a public voice in the 
United States is further complicated by the vast racial, 
~thnic, linguistic and economic diversity, and the 
Imbalance of power that exist among these separate 
sectors of our society. 

The history of this country is replete with the struggles 
of people to overcome these power imbalances and create 
opportunities for their voices to become an integral part of 
the public voice. But, as the 21st century approaches, 
these same citizens find themselves on the brink of a new 
battle over citizen participation. This battle is being 
defined around access to and use of technology. Currently, 
most Americans are merely bystanders watching the rapid 
advances in technology shift the political, economic, and 
social terrain in which their viability as citizens is being 
determined. For members of the African-American 
community, and indeed for all communities of color and 
for economically disadvantaged communities, their ability 
to participate as "equal" citizens will now, in part, depend 
upon their ability to shape the technological world that is 
redefining the concept of public discourse and public 
involvement in the political process. 

It is in response to these changes that early last year, 
The Civil Rights Project, Inc. (CRPI) of Boston, 
Massachusetts undertook, as part of its mission, to inform, 
educate and expand our society's capacity to promote 
democracy and social justice in a technological age. 
Established in 1985 as the non-profit educational partner 
of Blackside, Inc., producers of award-winning historical 
film documentaries such as, Eyes on the Prize, Malcolm X, 
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The Great Depression, and most recently America: .. War 
on Poverty, CRPI's early efforts concentrated in grants 
management, education, and archival work for Blackside. 
With this new effort CRPI seeks to provide opportunities 
for the American public to deliberate on policy issues that 
affect our lives. 

~~PI has initiated several projects to encourage and 
~acIlItate public dialogue and community discourse on 
Issues of major, national concern which include: The 
Public Dialogue Initiative, The Community Technology 
Study Group, and The National Identity Project. Each of 

. these projects seeks to promote opportunities for people 
of color, the economically disadvantaged, young people, 
and. t~ose least often heard to effectively enter into , 
pru:I~Ipate in, and shape our current public dialogue and 
polItIcal debates. In each of these projects, technology 
?ased ~n. the information superhighway, plays a vital role 
m provIdmg opportunities for engagement. 

In developing technology-based projects we have 
learned that, for many organizations, both within and 
outside of these communities, discussions around and 
investment in technology are limited to providing 
community members with hardware and software; and in 
some cases the use of the Internet without serious 
attention to content. This attention to access is a 
reasonable goal given the way in which economics is 
driving the availability of the technology. But as we 
learned from the history of television, if we focus only on 
the delivery system (i.e., getting television sets and 
reception to all neighborhoods) we will not guarantee the 
development of content that will best serve all . 
communities. We believe that content, what is learned and 
understood through the use of the technology, is as 
important as learning to use the technology. 

Through our projects we hope that policymakers , 
advocates, and funders will increasingly support processes 
by which communities are able to affect content issues 
associated with the new information technologies. The 
three projects highlighted in this essay represent our 
preliminary efforts to address not only the access issue, 
but also the issue of content. 

The Public Dialogue Initiative 
In 1994, CRPI launched The Public Dialogue Initiative 

(PDI) which is an effort to use documentary film as a 



basis for providing a historical framework for public 
dialogue on contemporary issues. Through PDI, 
CRPIIBlackside collaborate with national, local, and 
community organizations to hold public forums that 
coincide with the broadcast of documentaries that are 
designed as historically informed presentations on issues 
of national concern. These forums and dialogues are 
intended to provide a framework which allows forum 
participants from diverse sectors of society to deliberate 
on fundamental values that shape their understanding of a 
public issue. 

We believe that content ... is as important as 
learning to use the technology. 

Blackside's most recent production, America's War on 
Poverty, provided a window' of opportunity to engage 
Americans in important discussions about poverty. PDI 
presented a historical context for Americans to come 
together and strategize about the most pressing problems 
of poverty facing our communities. This effort, employed 
as part of America's War on Poverty, was comprised of 3 
strategies: community, national, and technology. The 
community strategy, which encouraged the convening of 
local forums, was designed to lead complementary public 
action such as allowing opportunities for dialogue 
concerning pressing public issues. Through this effort, 
community-based organizations partnered with local PBS 
stations to hold forums in churches, libraries, and schools, 
and to produce special television call-in and radio 
programs, and youth videos, all focusing on poverty
related issues. The national strategy worked along with 
various national organizations to encourage their 
constituencies to promote a series of public dialogues 
within their communities and among members of other 
communities. Through both these strategies, the America's 
War on Poverty: Viewers and Discussion Guide to the 
PBS Series was distributed to individuals, organizations, 
libraries, media centers, schools and universities to 
support other dialogues throughout the country. Lastly, the 
technology strategy used communications technology to 
support and link these various public forums through the 
use of televised electronic meetings and electronic forums 
on the Internet, and information sharing via the World 
Wide Web (WWW.) The information superhighway not 
only provides people with an opportunity to engage in 
dialogue, it also serves as an information resource by 
providing direct access to print and other materials that 
CRPI creates to support public dialogue. For both the 
community and national strategies, technology played a 
vital role. Apart from providing participants with Internet 
and WWW access, CRPI also provided a toll-free 
information line. 

Through these efforts community-based organizations 
created a variety of approaches for opening public 
dialogue. In Boston, Massachusetts, for example, The 
Boston Foundation's Persistent Poverty Project supported 
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six community organizations representing the diversity of 
Boston's popUlation (e.g., Chinese, Vietnamese, Haitian, 
Portuguese, Spanish, blacks, and Anglos) to hold forums 
among their constituencies. In these forums a cross
section of Boston's citizens discussed poverty in their 
neighborhoods and developed strategies for developing 
neighborhood-based response to poverty. In Anchorage, 
Alaska, the National Native News of the Alaska Public 
Radio Network produced an award-winning radio 
program, "Native America's War on Poverty," which used 
America's War on Poverty as an opportunity to tell the 
story of Native American poverty. The five-part national" 
radio program focused on the historical causes of poverty 
in native communities and the activism that evolved in the 
1960s. The Native American Broadcasting Association 
awarded this program with the Best News Reporting for 
1994. This national radio call-in program reached more 
than 150 tribal and public radio stations from New York 
City to the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South 
Dakota. In Philadelphia, PA, The Philadelphia 
Foundation, in partnership with the Scribe Video Center 
and WHYY-TV, created an opportunity for six young 
people to produce a half-hour film entitled, "Youth in 
Action: Agents of Change." In this film they interviewed 
young people on their ideas about poverty and what 
should be done about it. The film also highlighted the 
importance of the role of youth activists in Philadelphia 
and the connection of youth to the history of activism. 

As these exa"mples demonstrate, by using the three 
strategies of the Public Dialogue Initiative, CRPI has been 
able to create a mechanism for supporting the public's 
effort to build a sense of common, shared and 
complementary values that can serve to build a more 
cohesive public voice in the United States. 

The Community Technology Study Group 
Through PDI, CRPI demonstrated the potential of 

technology to provide opportunities for the public to 
engage in public dialogue. However, as the link between 
technology and democratic participation increases, a 
concerted effort needs to be made to ensure that people of 
color and the underserved communities are afforded the 
knowledge, opportunities and resources necessary to 
ascertain their political participation in an increasingly 
technological society. In an effort to model one process 
for attending to this issue, CRPI invited Boston-based 
African-American, Hispanic and Asian-American 
community leaders, media professionals, publiC -officials, 
and university professors to learn about and craft a 
response to the promises and problems the emerging 
information superhighway presents for urban and 
minority communities. Referred to as the Community 
Technology Study Group (CTSG), these individuals, one 
of whom is an elected official, head community-based 
organizations such as The Boston Foundation, YWCA, 
Inquilinos Boricuas en Accion, and Boys and Girls Club, 
and represented media like The Boston Globe and WCVB. 
With the assistance of Mitch Kapor, MIT professor and 
co-founder of The Electronic Frontier, CTSG members 



were provided hands-on experience in navigating the 
Internet and in using the Internet to support community 
work. In addition, members were introduced to the broad 
range of policy issues that continue to shape the use of 
and access to the information superhighway. 

What the CTSG has demonstrated is that , while 
Massachusetts is often referred to as the "high tech state," 
the knowledge and resources associated with that title 
have not made their way into the day-to-day workings of 
minority communities. As a result, the more information 
originated on the Internet, the more the minority 
community could be left out of access to the information 
needed to make informed decisions. In short , the 
information superhighway is becoming the new "back 
room" of American politics. Since completing !ts initi81 
six meetings, the CTSG has continued to meet and craft a 
strategy for helping Boston's minority communities 
address this issue. The fIrst step into the process has been 
to broaden the group to include key individuals from other 
community organizations. 

There are many ways that people can participate in the 
democratic process. CRPI has started to provide 
opportunities for public voice to be created and heard, and 
for community leaders to learn about the information 
superhighway so they can formulate policy issues that 
affect their constituencies. The last project CRPI will be 
undertaking, The National Identity Project, marries two 
salient ideas of the previous projects.-

The National Identity Project 
One of the major issues confronting the viability of our 

democratic society is our ability to create an inclusive 
national identity. The historical lessons of the American 
struggle for identity and the maintenance of democracy 
has much to offer as we confront the contemporary issues 
of who we are, albeit shifting demographics. Through a 
series of conversations within the Greater Boston area, 
CRPI will work with various local and national 
organizations to explore the relationship between 
American identity and the social contract-values and 
agreements that serve as the "glue" to bind individuals to 
each other, to their communities, and to their country. 

At the core of this exploration is the creative use of the 
World Wide Web to produce a national mosaic of 
American identity that will frame a series of 
conversations within the Greater Boston area. These 
conversations will be facilitated by CRPI staff. Through 
this project CRPI will provide instruction and technical 
assistance enabling communities and individuals to create 
multimedia profiles of their individual, as well as 
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community identity. Each of these indi vidual and 
community profiles will be linked electronically on the 
World Wide Web creating a national electronic quilt of 
American identity. For instance, the personal home page 
created by an African-American woman with her 
autobiography, a description of her sense of self, and her 
aspirations for her community and the country, may be 
linked to an Asian-American man's home page where he 
may talk about his family tree, the problems he and his 
family encountered upon arrival to the United States, and 
his own assessment of racial diversity in this country. 

This electronic quilt, or series of personal identity 
profIles, will serve as a living example of our perceptions 
of American identity and will provide a tool for teaching 
and learning about the diversity inherent in the concept of 
American identity. Through the similarities and 
differences in these individual and collective histories and 
experiences, the electronic quilt will provide an 
opportunity for students, teachers, community members 
and others using the WWW to develop a sense of 
connectedness and belonging. This electronic quilt will 
continue to grow as more and more home pages on 
identity are created. 

As we enter the 21st century, the vast diversity of oUf 
nation and the enormous changes that technology has on 
the ways' in which we communicate make the work of 
democracy increasingly complex and difficult. The 
challenge for communities of color, the economically 
disadvantaged, and people least served by our society is 
not to minimize the mess of democracy, but to make 
certain they are active players in the process of making 
democracy work. Through the Public Dialogue Initiative, 
The Community Technology Study Group, The National 
Identity Project, and other efforts, CRPI seeks to 
demonstrate that diversity and technological innovation 
are not challenges to the viability of democracy, but rather 
opportunities that can serve to build a more open and 
expansive democracy in the United States. 

Note 
lWilliam Outhwaite and Tom Bottomore. The Blackwell Dictionary of 

Twentieth Century Social Thought. (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1993). 

Ceasar L. McDowell is president of The Civil Rights Project, . 
Inc. and an assistant professor at the Harvard University 
Graduate School of Education. 

Marianne S. Castano is program officer at The Civil Rights 
Project, Inc. and a doctoral student at the Harvard University 
Graduate School of Education's Human Development and 
Psychology program, specializing in technology in education. 
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Members of the Board of Trustees, Reven!nd President, Dist inguished 

Honorees, Members of the Faculty and Administration, Graduates, 

Parents, and Friends. Thank YOll. 

(opening humorous remark] 

I'd !Ike to shan! with you a couple of stories, first about somebody I've 

come to know well, who is just a yellr IIhead of you as a college 

graduate, and who, like many of you hilS /I degree In computer 

sdence. And seaJfld a story abollt me, and the Intersection of our 

lives. 

The recent graduate's name 15 Anthony, and I met him through a 

scholarship program at University of Californill lit Berkeley fDUnded by 

my wife lind me which serves under' n!presented students of tolar who 

get Into the school through race· bllnd admissions. 



Anthony Is a child of Latino Immlgral'lts; l'Ieither of his parel'lts had the 

opportul'lity fOf" more thal'l al'l elementary 5d\ooI education. His dad Is 

a jal'litor at a COUl'ltry club. His mom provides II'I-home chlldcare. 

Al'lthony hails f rom Orle of the worst public high schools in the SF Bay 

Areill. It was extremely poorly resourced; 1'I0t ol'lly were there 1'10 

guldal'lce coul'Iselors but there was 1'10 eltpect:atlol'l Its studel'lts would 

go 01'1 to four year colleges. Yet he mal'laged to gail'l admission to 

Berkeley, al'ld did this withOtlt affirmative actiol'l, which hills been 

illegal In California since 1996. 

]n the face of this, and the subsequent precipitous dedlne In 

enrollment of African-Americans and latinos, we started a program 

which not only provides finandal aid but also recOQnlzes the vast 

differences In degree of preparation and access to resources between 

OUf students and their more privileged peers; we seek to close these 

gaps by removing barriers to success. We provide laptops, tutoring 

and mentoring, and access to summer Internships, which are critlCilll to 

being competitive In the job market or In applyIng to graduate school. 

But most Importantly, we help create a community of peers with high 

asplrilltlons and few role models. 

Anthony worked for me as a summer Intern at a software startup. He 

brought his own carefully packed lunch to worX every day_ He sent 

back the money he saved by not buying lunch to his younger brother, 



so the brother could go to summer school. Why? Not because he 

was failing but because his school didn't offer the courses required to 

apply to a top tier college, With the prerequisite taken In summer 

school, using the money Anthol'ly sel'lt back, his brother did get Into 

Cal and In fact was accepted Into the same scholarship program, the 

IDEAL Scholars. 

His next summer, Anthony accepted an Internship at Microsoft. When 

An thony Qraduated, he was offered a job by Microsoft doing quality 

assurance at a starting salary far greater than his parents' combined 

Income. Seeking security and a desire to help his family, he would 

have taken It. But through our program, he met a succes.sful 

entrepreneur who now had launched a Silicon Valley Incubator of 

startup companies. Anthony could work on developing the latest 

generation of web applications, receive stock options and partidpate In 

the success of the startups, iIInd nurture his own entrepreneurlilll 

dream of starting a software company In a few years. 

Anthony's talent and ambit ion have gotten him far, but without a 

program that rec09nlzes and removes bias and barriers, he wouldn 't 

have had access to this other world. 

I'm delighted for Anthony. I'm delighted for all of you who have 

worked so hard to get where you are. I am moved to be honored by 

DePaul, which has such a strong commitment to students from nrst 



generation university students and those form disadvantaged 

backgrounds, but I'm deeply troubled that so many students with the 

potentlal t o sucteed stili don't get that t haoce. 

Growing up, I dldfl't fate the same barriers that Aflthony did, but I had 

the opportunity to partklpate Ifl a program as a high school studeflt 

that also built a tommunlt y of peers, that retogn lzed my talents 

Instead of exdudlng me for them, and put me Ofl my path to sutcess I 

learned how having the right kind of edutational opportunities am 

traflsform a life because they transformed my I1fe, 

When I was growing up there was flot II lot of respect for kids who 

were good In math. ThIs was detades before Bill Gates was a 

household name. There was no Internet to reath out over and meet 

people like myself, and "Google" was a sound bibles made. I was 

socially Isolated and 10flely. Having skipped a grade I was much 

younger than my tlassmates and was a target for bullies. 

so how did I find my way? 

50 years ago the Soviet Union launched the first satellite Into spate,. 

The complatency of the 1950's gave way to shocking realization the 

US was failing behind not only In the space race but In preparing its 

young people for the worid to come. 



Through the National Science Foundation, the federal government 

played an active role in identifying talented young students at public 

schools and offered them access to programs during the summer, on 

weekends, and after school to accelerate their development. I was 

fortunate to attend a couple of these programs while In high school. 

They made an enormous difference. 

They Inspired me, gave me my first access to computers, then a rare 

prlvllege, and for the first time let me see myself as part of a group of 

other people like me and see mysel f as havlnQ a future In teCh. 

Within a few years afier my college graduat ion, the first personal 

computers appeared. By modem standards, early PC's like the Apple 

II were Insignificant In their capabilities, but they InSpired a few of us 

with the possibility of something truly revolutionary, the Idea that 

computers could be liberated from their glass-walled enclosures they 

were endosed IrI, tended by hlQh priests of computlnQ called systems 

programmers, and be made Into tools for productivity and 

communication for ordinary people. 

The Idea was cra~y then, and only a few people like Steve Jobs, Sill 

Gates and mysel f took the Idea forward. 

Based on the success of Its flagship 1-2-3 spreadsheet, Lotus was the 

first Qreat explosive growth techl'\ology startup. 



As ! look back, It's clear Lotus' lasting legacy Is not Its business 

success but In tile people who worked there. Lotus 1-2-3 was 

supplanted by Microsoft EKcet, and the company Itsel f acquired by [BM 

In the 1990's, but 1 stili hear from employees how lotus was the most 

Important, valuable, and meaningful w(M1(place e.perlence for them, 

setting the standard by which all other eKperiences are compared. 

It owes to the fact that when I suddenly found myself as the CEO of 

the wor1d's then Izlrgest software company, I thought about my own 

prior work eKperlence. I always had some problems with authority, 

and thought all of my bosses were stupid . At Lotus I saw an 

opportunity to erellte the kind of workplace that even I would want to 

be part of . 

So, Lotus hlld values and took villues seriously. They Included 

initiative, re-spect , teamwo .... lind IIlso II sense of hurnOf'. 

[t Integrated those values in to day-to-day workllfe. For eKarnple, 

managers bonuses were based In part on how well they exemplified 

corporate values. 

We had a diversity committee In 1 9S4 with broad representation, 

Indudlng employees of color, women, and !jay<; and lesbians. We 

signed on to the Sullivan PrInciples, refusln!j to do buslness with South 



Africa under apartheid; we were the first corporate sponsor of any 

AIDS walk; employees were part of our philanthropy committee. OtJr 

culture fostered risk- tak ing, Innovation, respect, and created a safe 

way to speak up, ask questions, or let 1,15 know about those who 

weren't living the values. 

I am as proud of creating II progressive workpilice culture that Inspired 

its employees as I am of the business success we achieved. 

! ask you to reflect on what you believe In ; what do you value? It's 

probably not that hard to answer If you take Just a few moments to sit 

quietly. What will you ~nd for? Who have you become during your 

time at DePaul? Who will you be as you enter the graduate life of our 

coun try and our world?] 

As you go forward, ! have two simple "do and don't" pieces of advice, 

Don't reject an opportunity because the Idea seems totally crazy. You 

could be passing up the ned Lotus or Google. 

Do be choosy about your employer. 

FInd an employer who values employee voices and open 

communlcatlon-- esped ally within Junior ranks. 



Rnd ~n employer who Is willing to talk about failures openly, what 

they learned from it, and how they came b~ck stronger. 

Rnd ~(I employer with employees who lOOk like the outside world .•. In 

age, race, gender, sexual orientation, etc. 

As you now leave college, the society that awaits you faces some deep 

ch~llenges. Is the USA going to be ~ country of opportunity for ~II? 

Will people stili be ~ble to rise up? 

We ~re at II unique moment where usually competing Interests lire 

aligned: U.S. competitlveness, and Indeed the stilnd~rd of living of all 

of us - rests on our ability to stay at the forefront of technology 

Innovation. Our looming talent shortage could be solved by 

developing our own talent ~t home, all of the kids like Anthony who 

have talent but not access, who have drive but come from crumbling 

5<:hools thllt don't adequately prepare them. This country has a 

unique opportunity to Simultaneously solve technology challenges, 

keeping the U.S. competit ive In Innovation, and creating a level 

playing field for access to c~reers III science, technology, engineering 

and mathematics, flelds collectively known as STEM. 

While technical progress, led by us Innovation, over the past few 

decades has been truly Impressive, overall sodal progress has not. 



Consider the following: 

The speed of access to online services has increased by a factor on 

10,000 in the past 15 years. 

Yet over thlt period median intomes hive remllined nat. 

The amount of stor<llge on a typical personal computer has Increased, 

not by a factor of ten thousand, but by a factor of one million over the 

past 30 ye<llrs . 

At the same time the global rink of American students on 

stllndllrdlzed math & science tests hlls remained mired In the lower 

middle. 

And between 19B3 ilnd 2006, the share of computer sden<:e bachelor's 

degrees awarded to women dropped from 36 to 21 percent. 

(Commission on Professionals in Science & Technology, 2006) 

While African Americans, American Indians, and Utlnos constitute 

30% of the nation's undergradullte students, fewer than 12% of 

baccalaureate engineering graduates In this country are 

underrepresented minorities. (NACME REPORTj' 



So, since the 1970's, we have learned many things, but we have not 

leame<! as a sodety to match astounding technical progress with 

meaningful sodal progress. 

Just Imagine what our world could look like If technical progress wa5 

used to drive sodal progress. You graduates can choose to play key 

roles In this transformation. 

But what are we to dO as a society about the challenges of rising 

economic Inequality &. gaps In educational achievement and g lobal 

competitiveness? 

First we must recognize a dynamiC «onomy IS sometimes disruptive 

and 50 

new technologies and Increased trade can cause some workers to lose 

their Jobs. 

But the remedy is not to hind the adoption of new technology or raise 

barriers to trade. These tactlcs will hurt far more than they will help. 

What should OUR priorities be? 

First, we have to make sure the basic Infrastructure for the digital era 

Is In place, available, and affordable. 



Thus, we DO need to keep the nation's lllformation and communication 

highways open and Interoperable, and not captive to particular 

commercial Interests. 

We nave to make high-speed broadband service, the basic connective 

tlssue of our society, both ubiquitous and affordable. It is shameful 

the USA ranks 17th In worid on broadband access. 

We must balance Intellectual property rights to maximize Innovation. 

Open source software, the Unux operating system, the FlrefoK web 

browser, and Wikipedialtself would not be possible If the Intellectual 

property laws were written by the copyright maximallst s. 

What every economist tells us Is that the best way In the long term to 

Improve opportunity and decrease Inequality Is to Improve access to 

education and create a the kind of workforce which Is a leader In 

Innovation . 

If we do these things, we Increase the chances thillt achieving the 

American Dream Is more reality than fantasy_ 

If we do not, then we risk creating ill permanent two tier society 

topped by a small class of the prlvll(!9ed. 

As we face these choices, what should YOUR priorities be? 



Here In the home state of Democratic nominee for President, may ! be 

permitted to I borrow from Barack Obama's speech at the Wesleyan 

commencement. He said: no one Is going to mllke you perform 

community service once you leave school. 

If you choose, you ClIn tClke your degree and focus only on IIdvanclng 

your own success. Or, you could recognlle that your own SlJccess Is 

tied to the success of all lind thus choose to work not only for your 

own success but to enllble the success of others. 

FOf" those of us who have been outsiders, there lire two paths. 

When you haven't had the advantages and know the sting of 

unfairness, It can make a person understllndably bitter. So you could 

say to yourself: after! make It through a very narrow aperture In life 

to success, everybody else should nave to squt!t!le through the same 

tiny hole I did. 

Or you could slIy: whllt I went through Wi!lS unfair, we should live In a 

society In which nobody else should have to fllce those barriers. 

For those who have not been outsiders, It Is Important to recognize 

what portion you have earned through your talents lind dedication, 



and what was an acddent of birth. If we focus on expanding the pie 

Instead of hoarding our piece, better opportunities: exist for everyone. 

It's yOllr choice. 

Remember, ror every Anthony who makes It as far as you've made It, 

there are so many who do not, who drop out, or get diverted and 

never have a chance to show what they can do. 

Great contrlbu t lons often come from unexpected places:. Traffic 

signals, the software complier, disposable cell phones, laser surgery to 

restore eyesight, and windshield wipers all came from members of 

under·represented groups who undoubtedly overcame huge obstacles 

to get their Ideas heard . Imagine the Innovat ions to come If we truly 

leveled the playing field. 

We have a rare moment where you as individuals can slmultan(!{)usly 

help yourselves, help others, and help the C(H.Intry by being Innovators 

Inside and outside of companies, and by creating access for more to 

follow. 

To borrow again from Senator Obama: This Is our moment. This Is Ollr 

time. 



Thank you very much, imd again, congratulat ions, Graduates, and best 

wishes for your future success. 
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Interviewer:	 Identify	yourself.	Give	me	your	name	and	your	title.	

Mitch	Kapor:	 I'm	Mitch	Kapor,	partner	at	Kapor	Capital.	

Interviewer:	 All	right.	Can	you	spell	your	name	for	me,	please?	

Mitch	Kapor:	 Yeah,	it's	a	M-I-T-C-H	K-A-P-O-R	

Interviewer:	 All	right.	So	tell	me	about	the	report	...	

Mitch	Kapor:	 So,	we	just	published	a	report	about	our	investments	for	the	past	eight	years,	
which	have	all	been	in	companies	that,	tech	startups	that	close	gaps	of	access	or	
opportunity	for	low	income	communities	or	communities	of	color.	And	what	we	
found	is	that	our	financial	returns	to	date	put	us	in	the	top	quarter	of	all	venture	
funds	of	comparable	size	regardless	of	whether	they're	impact	focused	or	not.	
So	why	is	this	a	big	deal?	It's	a	big	deal	because	conventional	thinking	is	if	you're	
investing	in	a	way	to	try	to	help	use	technology	to	solve	social	problems,	you're	
necessarily	making	sacrifices	in	your	financial	returns.	Conventional	wisdom	is	
you	can't	do	both.	Our	data	for	eight	years	and	102	companies	proves	the	
opposite.	You	can	because	we	have,	and	that's	why	we	invite	people	to	look	at	
the	report.	

Interviewer:	 What	percentage	of	your	investment	in	these	companies	is	of	your	overall	
investment.	How	much	did	you	invest,	put	your	overall	money	into	these	kind	of	
companies?	

Mitch	Kapor:	 We've	invested,	in	past	eight	years,	over	$60	million	into	these	companies,	
which	is	a	significant	portion	of	everything	we've	done.	It's	comparable	to	the	
philanthropic	investments	we've	made	over	the	same	period.	

Interviewer:	 When	you	mentioned	these	companies,	you	know	their	impact,	what	does	that	
exactly	mean?	Or	if	you	can	give	us	examples	of	what	these	companies	are	
doing.	Can	you	name	the	companies,	or	if	you	can,	name	the	companies	or	what	
these	companies	are	doing	that	have	that	impact	that	you	think	are	making	
change.	

Mitch	Kapor:	 So	they	…	are	using	information	technology	to	help	solve	social	problems	at	
scale.	So	one	company	for	instance,	provides	a	lower	interest	alternative	to	
payday	lending	and	actually	graduates	people	back	into	the	mainstream	credit	
system.	Another	company	provides	in-classroom	software	for	K-12	that	
explicitly	is	designed	to	serve	the	world's	poorest	children,	which	it	does	now	in	
over	30	countries,	and	30	million	kids,	giving	them	tools	for	learning	to	help	
them	close	academic	preparation	gaps	that	are	culturally	relevant	to	them.	

Mitch	Kapor:	 So	there	are	problems	in	all	sectors….	There's	a	company	that	does	smart,	
factory-built	modular	housing.	A	lot	of	people	are	doing	that	in	Silicon	Valley.	
The	focus	of	this	company	though	is	on	affordable	housing.	Today	to	build	a	
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single	300	square	foot	studio,	affordable	housing	in	Berkeley	is	$700,000.	
Nobody	does	it	because	it	doesn't	pencil	out.	When	you	have	technology	and	
you	can	build	that	unit	for	$200,000	it's	a	game	changer	and	you	can	begin	to	
foresee	building	thousands	and	tens	of	thousands	of	such	units	and	really	help	
ease	housing	insecurity.	So	that's	what	we	mean	by	gap	closing.	

Interviewer:	 Why	does	your	company	invest	in	these	kinds	of	companies?	Are	you	looking	to	
make	a	difference,	looking	to	diversity,	looking	to	set	an	example?	

Mitch	Kapor:	 Well,	I'm	a	tech	entrepreneur.	I	am	a	big	believer	in	innovation,	which	can	be	
achieved	through	applying	information	technology.	And	when	we	started	10	
years	ago,	Freada	my	wife,	who	is	a	partner	at	Kapor	Capital	said,	“Mitch,	also	
think	about	how	this	is	being	used,	what	the	impact	is	of	these	companies	that	
you're	funding.	Why	not	align	your	investing	with	your	values	about	what	kind	
of	world	you	want	everybody	to	be	able	to	live	in.”	And	that	seemed	risky	at	
first,	but	it's	turned	out	to	work	really	well.	There's	no	better	feeling	than	to	
help	entrepreneurs	in	their	missions	to	genuinely	and	measurably	reduce	
inequality,	and	make	the	world	a	better	place.	I	like	to	say	genius	is	evenly	
distributed	by	zip	code,	but	opportunity	and	access	are	not.	We're	trying	to	fix	
that.	

Interviewer:	 Is	it	the	job	of	companies,	whether	they	are	start	ups	or	whatever.	Their	point	is	
to	make	money.	Should	we	be	relying	on	those	kind	of	companies	to	do	that?	
When	their	interest	in	who	is	going	to	be	investors	and	[inaudible	00:00:05:28].	

Mitch	Kapor:	 So,	we	think	conventional	venture	capital	has	it	wrong	when	it's	purely	
financially	oriented,	only	cares	about	returns.	The	fact	of	the	matter	is	that	all	
companies,	all	investments	have	impact,	some	positive,	some	negative,	and	the	
idea	that	it's	okay	to	make	money	even	though	the	companies	you're	investing	
in	are	making	the	world	a	worse	place.	That's	a	terrible	idea.	We	just	haven't	
woken	up	to	that	yet,	but	I	guarantee	our	descendants	are	going	to	look	back	at	
us	if	we	don't	fix	it.	Some	say	how	barbaric,	how	uncivilized.	So	we're	trying	to	
be	a	positive	example	of	doing	it	differently	to	hopefully	inspire	others	to	
rethink,	to	take	some	risks	and	to	align	their	investing	with	their	values.	

Interviewer:	 So	inspiring	is	one	thing,	how	do	you	get	them	to	actually	receive	…	this	
message	and	say	hey,	we're	going	to	start	...	

Mitch	Kapor:	 Well	we're	putting	this	report	out	very	widely	and	I	could	see	even	in	two	hours	
after	we	put	it	out	on	social	media,	it's	sparking	and	prompting	discussion.	And	I	
think	the	biggest	thing	investors	are…	afraid	in	a	way,	as	I	was	afraid	or	skeptical	
at	the	beginning,	if	I	do	this,	is	it	really	still	going	to	work?	And	when	you	can	
say,	look,	this	is	over	a	hundred	companies	over	eight	years	and	these	results	
are	more	than	competitive	with	anybody.	That	I	think	will	open	people	up	and	
help	them	overcome	their	fears	and	reconsider	it,	how	they	go	about	doing	
their	investing.	
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Interviewer:	 How	much	of	an	input	do	you	feel	like	you	are	having	with	these	companies	
ultimately.	

Mitch	Kapor:	 We	have	a	lot	of	input	into	what	the	companies	do.	In	fact,	the	way	it	works	is	
there	are	a	lot	of	really	great	entrepreneurs	who	in	their	hearts	want	to	create	a	
company	that	is	going	to	close	a	gap	of	some	kind.	They	have	been	counseled	
not	to	talk	about	that	when	they	go	out	to	raise	money.	They	say	you	won't	get	
funded	if	you	talk	about	anything	other	than	making	a	jillion	dollars.	Our	deal	
flow	is	really	great	because	when	entrepreneurs	understand	that	we	welcome	
and	embrace	that	kind	of	alignment	around	values,	about	building	great	
companies	that	create	economic	and	social	value.	We	wind	up	getting	into	deals	
that	we	otherwise	wouldn't	get	into,	which	is	to	say,	there's	demand	out	there	
in	the	startup	world	for	the	kind	of	investing	that	we're	doing.	

Interviewer:	 Startup	is	at	one	point	it	was	well	received	word	in	the	Silicon	Valley,	but	it's	
taking	on	a	different	term	that	kind	of	like,	no,	it's	like	a	lot	of	the	problems	that	
we're	facing.	Housing,	you	know,	it's	kind	of	like	that's	dirty	word	now.	Is	that	
you're	trying	to	change	them	with	this	or	you're	trying	to	evolve?	

Mitch	Kapor:	 Well,	I	mean	there's	no	question	the	bloom	is	off	the	rose	about	startups.	When	
you	have	a	startup	that	turns	into	a	huge	company	like	Facebook	that	basically	
screws	up	an	entire	election	and	promotes	hate	mongering.	I	think	criticism	is	
well	deserved	and	we	say	a	lot	of	that	has	resulted	from	the	mindless	pursuit	of	
growth	and	profit	above	everything	else.	And	what	we're	saying	is	it	is	possible	
to	do	it	differently,	not	just	theoretically,	but	actually	because	that	is	what	
we've	been	doing	and	our	results	have	been	good.	

Mitch	Kapor:	 And	so	we're	trying	to	add	a	new	voice	and	a	new	perspective	into	the	
discussion.	So	it's	not	just	theoretical,	"Well	yeah,	we'd	sort	of	like	to	be	
different	in	Silicon	Valley,	but	we	don't	know	how."	I	think	in	the	face	of	what	
what	we've	been	doing	and	the	founders	that	we	work	with	and	the	results	that	
we've	had,	the	excuse	of,	we	don't	really	think	this	is	going	to	work.	That	just	
doesn't	hold	up.	And	Silicon	Valley	is	supposed	to	be	smart	and	look	at	the	facts	
and	the	data	and	make	decisions	and	so	we're	throwing	down	the	gauntlet.	

Interviewer:	 Okay,	I	don't	know	if	you	have	thought	about	this	but	it's	a	topic	that	comes	
up…	

Mitch	Kapor:	 These	are	good	questions.	Go	ask	and	add	in	what	you	want.	

Interviewer:	 Yeah.	Uber	is	going	through	and	there's	a	strike	going	on	today	and	the	
information	there,	as	mentioned,	you're	a	major	investor.	What	I'm	talking	
about	the	cat	out	of	the	bag	on	how	much	you	can	control	and	it	started	out	as	
a	good	idea.	It	still	is	a	good	idea.	People	sharing	their	cars	riding,	you're	
blaming	a	lot	of	the	traffic	in	the	bay	area	as	far	as	people	sleeping	in	their	cars	
and	things	like	that.	How	do	you	try	to	reign	that	in	from	just	capitalism	taking	
over?	
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Mitch	Kapor:	 Another	really	great	question.	So,	first	of	all	in	our	results	and	our	numbers,	we	
are	not	counting	Uber.	Why	are	we	not	counting	Uber?	Our	Uber	Investment	
was	made	prior	to	2011	and	it	was	in	2011	when	we	went	all-in	on	impact.	
When	we	made	the	Uber	investment,	we	were	still	figuring	this	out.	Had	we	
included	it,	our	financial	returns	would	have	been	utterly	astronomical.	So	we	
chose	not	to	do	that.	We	wanted	a	fair	test.	All	that	said,	I	think	for	us,	Uber	has	
been	extremely	instructive.	By	our	current	standards,	I	think	we	would	have	
asked	more	questions	and	harder	questions	at	the	beginning	and	I	don't	know	
whether	we	would	have	invested	in	Uber	or	not.	What	we	have	done	...	So	
partly	the	answer	to	the	question	of	can	you	really	steer	these	companies	is	
when	you	make	your	original	investment,	it's	important	to	have	good	judgment	
that	the	company	is	genuinely	committed	to	gap-closing	and	that	the	founders	
mean	it	and	that	the	available	evidence	supports	it	because	if	they	don't,	it's	too	
easy	to	get	carried	away	in	the	wrong	direction.	

Mitch	Kapor:	 And	that	said	and	we	put	a	whole	case	study	in	the	impact	report,	specifically	
about	Uber,	the	good,	the	bad	and	the	ugly.	We	have	been	persistent	advocates	
for	Uber	doing	the	right	thing	both	internally	behind	the	scenes	and	externally.	
In	2017	we	were	the	first	investors	to	speak	up	publicly	saying	this	company	has	
a	toxic	culture	and	if	it	doesn't	do	things	to	correct	it	will	be	out	of	business.	At	
the	time	the	investment	community	didn't	much	like	what	we	had	to	say.	Other	
people	did	like	it	and	it	turned	out	to	be	the	right	call	because	ultimately	Travis	
had	to	step	down	and	Dara	the	new	CEO	whom	we	know	and	have	worked	with	
has	done	a	huge	amount	of	work	in	leading	the	team	to	fix	many	of	the	cultural	
problems	and	the	external	problems	and	he	knew	what	he	was	getting	into.	

Mitch	Kapor:	 I	don't	think	the	company	gets	credit	for	everything	they've	done	and	there	is	
still	a	huge	amount	of	work	to	do,	especially	around	drivers	and	a	living	wage	for	
full-time	drivers.	I'm	hopeful	that	Uber	is	going	to	continue	to	improve	and	get	
there.	And	it's	actually	easy	to	miss	focus,	to	put	too	much	focus	on	the	
problematic	side	without	understanding	that	nobody	really	wants	to	go	back	to	
the	world	before	there	were	ride	hailing	services.	If	you're	a	person	of	color	in	a	
major	city,	particularly	a	man,	your	chances	of	actually	being	able	to	hail	a	taxi	
cab	on	the	street	and	have	it	stop	were	approximately	zero	if	you	talk	to	
anybody	or	if	that	has	been	your	experience.	That	is	very	different	now.	The	
access	to	transportation,	that	gap	has	been	closed.	

Mitch	Kapor:	 For	all	of	the	reports	about	issues,	and	there	have	been	issues	about	safety,	
parents	put	their	kids	in	Ubers.	single	women	late	at	night,	we'll	go	into	Uber	or	
ride	sharing.	They	never	would	have	done	this	before	ever.	So	not	perfect.	Still	a	
work	in	progress,	but	in	terms	of	improvements	in	transportation	infrastructure,	
there's	just	a	huge	amount.	

Mitch	Kapor:	 The	number	of	drivers	who	are,	think	of	drivers,	Uber	or	Lyft,	as	a	fabulous	
second	job	something	that	works	with	being	a	student	or	a	parent.	The	schedule	
flexibility	gives	them	an	income	stream	that	would	be	impossible	to	have	
otherwise.	We	have	to	look	at	that	as	well	as	the	issues	of	what	does	it	mean	to	
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be	driving	full	time.	Are	there	benefits?	Are	you	getting	paid	enough?	And	let	
me	be	very	clear.	We	are	continuing	to	advocate	and	do	whatever	we	can	with	
Uber	to	have	them	continue	to	move	in	the	right	direction.	And	the	final	act	
hasn't	been	written	yet.	So	that's	what	a	good	investor	does.	We've	never	been	
on	the	board.	We're	a	very	small	part	of	their	cap	table.	But	when	you're	
involved	in	these	things,	you	really	try	to	work	with	the	companies	and	have	
them	do	the	right	thing.	But	the	most	important	thing	I'd	say	that	we	learned	is	
when	you	make	that	first	investment,	look	carefully	at	the	commitment	of	the	
founders	in	the	business	plan,	the	alignment	of	the	values,	and	make	good	
choices	there.	

Interviewer:	 One	last	thing	and	I	don't	know	[inaudible	00:15:23].	

Mitch	Kapor:	 We	recycle	the	money	that	we	make	on	these	startups	that	do	well,	into	more	
gap	closing	investments	and	into	our	philanthropy.	So,	to	the	extent	there's	a	
windfall,	that's	where	it's	gonna	go.	

Interviewer:	 Just	since	you	mentioned	that,	do	you	think,	in	general,	investment	firms	when	
they	look	at	things	like	this,	they	look	at	it	as	philanthropy,	and	you	want	them	
to	look	at	actually	as	investing	because	there	could	be	a	return	…	

Mitch	Kapor:	 If	we're	saying	anything	in	this	report,	what	we	are	saying	is,	looked	at	as	
financial	investments,	this	portfolio	of	102	gap	closing	impact	companies	makes	
sense.	It's	not	concessionary.	It's	not	philanthropy.	It's	not,	no,	we	don't	really	
want	to	do	this,	but	it's	the	right	thing	to	do.	It	makes	sense	on	its	own	terms.	
That's	what	the	data	says	when	you	compare	our	results	to	others.	And	that's	
why	I'll	probably	get	incredibly	fatigued	making	the	same	point	because	I	think	
it's	a	new	message	for	the	world	of	investment	to	take	in.	There	is	a	deeply	
imprinted	but	mistaken	belief	that	if	you're	going	to	do	things	that	impact	
you're	giving	up	financial	returns.	Not	the	case.		
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OUR CORE BELIEFS

At Kapor Capital we come to VC with a fundamentally different set of assumptions.

We believe that every business is an impact business of some sort—recognizing that some of 
these impacts are positive, some are neutral and some are negative.

We believe that, with some adjustment, many negative-impact technologies can be 
transformed into positive impact. Take, for example, an innovative tech-enabled literacy 
tool developed and sold a premium price to give children from wealthy families an academic 
advantage. This is a gap-widening product that fundamentally expands the education divide 
between rich and poor kids. But what if this same product could be sold to a school district to 
benefit  every student? Same tech. Same profitability. Drastically different impact. 

We believe that genius is evenly distributed throughout society, regardless of race, gender 
or zip code—but opportunity is not. That means that by perpetuating the mirror-tocracry, we 
inadvertently but fundamentally leave talent on the table along with the real opportunities that 
stem from that talent.

We believe that the lived experiences of underrepresented entrepreneurs provide a 
competitive edge in innovative spaces like tech. Their experiences inform the questions they 
ask, the markets they access and—importantly—the problems they identify that give rise to 
profitable, tech-driven solutions. These offer not only a competitive advantage for us as investors, 
but opportunities to grow successful businesses that tackle deep social problems.

We believe that Silicon Valley’s pernicious myth of “meritocracy” actively exacerbates the 
problem of who gets to identify problems and come up with tech-enabled solutions. It tells 
underrepresented founders that it’s their own fault if their career opportunities are limited, and 
let’s tech bros off the hook for examining their own privileges and limitations.

We believe in the concept of “distance traveled”—the measure of how far an entrepreneur 
has come and the obstacles they overcame on their path to Silicon Valley. This is a far better 
predictor of long-term success than proxies like schools attended or funds raised from friends 
and families.

We believe that “gap analysis” should be integrated into all aspects of investment practice: 
deal sourcing, investment decision-making, and post-close company support.  We look to there 
being unambiguous commitment to gap-closing in the business models as they are pitched and 
in the founders’ commitment to it. Our ongoing support is conditioned on companies and their 
founders staying the gap-closing course throughout the evolution of the firm.

Finally—and crucially—we believe that financial returns must not be the only measure of 
a company’s success. We want to disrupt the very way that businesses are evaluated; if any 
business ledger had to calculate their impacts—good jobs with living wages and benefits created 
or lost; pollutants pumped into the local community, air, or water; and shoring up or tearing down 
democracy—we’d see a different kind of unicorn company.
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